








IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS, FRANKLIN COUNTY, OHIO 

 

 

MARCUS F. COX, M.D.,    : 

       : 

 Appellant     : CASE NO. 21CV-1054 

       :  

vs.       : JUDGE AVENI 

       :  

STATE MEDICAL BOARD OF OHIO,  :  

       : 

 Appellee     :    

 

DECISION AND JUDGMENT ENTRY AFFIRMING THE 

ORDER OF THE STATE MEDICAL BOARD 

AND NOTICE OF FINAL APPEALABLE ORDER   

 

AVENI, JUDGE 

 This is an appeal pursuant to R.C. 119.12 from a February 10, 2021 Order of the 

State Medical Board of Ohio (the “Board”). 

I. FACTS 

 On March 11, 2020, the Board notified Appellant that it proposed to take 

disciplinary action against his certificate to practice medicine and surgery in Ohio based 

on allegations that he had lifted a patient’s clothing and fondled her breasts and made 

inappropriate comments to another patient.  (R. 8-10).  The Board charged Appellant with 

violating the sexual misconduct rules (Ohio Admin. Code 4731-26-02) and departing 

from minimal standards of care in violation of R.C. 4731.22(B)(6). 

 Appellant requested a hearing, which was held on November 3, 4, and 12, 2020.  

The evidence at the hearing included the following. 

 Appellant received his medical degree in 1995 and completed a general surgery 

residency in 2000.  He is board-certified in general surgery.  (Tr. 27-37).  Appellant was 

working at Union Hospital in Dover, Ohio until he was relieved of all duties in 2018.  
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Appellant acknowledged that his departure was related to the allegations in this case.  (Tr. 

427-436).   

The allegations against Appellant concern treatment of two patients.  On or about 

July 17, 2017, Patient 1 presented to Appellant’s office for examination of a skin lesion 

on her shin.  She stated that when Appellant came into the exam room, the wound on her 

leg was visible without the need to disrobe.  (Tr. 138-140).  She testified that Appellant 

asked her to stand up and walk across the room.  She then testified as follows: 

So I stood up and I started to walk towards the windows, which were 

open, the blinds were open, I distinctly remember that.  And whenever I 

turned around to walk back, he was directly behind me, within an inch or 

two inches behind me, I could not move, I was now backed into a corner.  

He proceeded to lift up my tank top, my undershirt, and my bra, in one fell 

swoop.  I was frozen.  There is not just fight or flight, there is freeze, and I 

froze.  He then proceeded to touch my breasts and nipples as if my 

husband would.  And again, I was frozen, and all I could do was look out 

the window and pray to God that somebody was—would look up at me 

and see what he was doing to me and call the police, because I was too 

afraid to move.  This went on for probably about a minute or two; it felt 

like it was about an hour. 

 

(Tr. 139).   

Patient 1 testified that after she “comprehended what had just happened” and 

“was able to compose” herself, she exited the office, without talking to the receptionist.  

(Tr. 138-140).  She stated:  “I went straight to my vehicle, locked myself in and called my 

husband.  Once I spoke to my husband at work, I called my mother and then I called the 

hospital to report him.”  (Tr. 140).  Patient 1 testified about the anxiety and trauma 

caused by this incident.  (Tr. 178-181).   

Patient 2 presented to Appellant’s office for treatment of abscesses near her 

armpit.  She saw Appellant on several occasions from November, 2017 to January, 2018.  

She testified that she began recording visits with Appellant on her cell phone because she 
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became uncomfortable with things he was saying to her that seemed flirtatious.  (Tr. 213-

217).   

Patient 2 identified recordings of visits with Appellant in November 2017 and 

January 2018.  In the recording of the first visit, Appellant asked Patient 2 how she is 

doing, and when she responded “Not so hot,” he stated “Not so hot?  Yes you are.  

You’re always doing hot.”  (St. Ex. 7A).  Appellant added:  “You look great.”  Appellant 

asked her to “Stay here forever.”  Patient 2 testified that Appellant put his hands near her 

breast and said that she was “warmer down here.”  (Tr. 241-242).  Appellant stated that 

he had the power to excuse her from work, and added:  “But you have to be nice to me.”  

(St. Ex. 7A).   

In the second visit, Appellant asked Patient 2: “You don’t mind if I take a look at 

your tattoos, do you?” and added:  “You have some beautiful tattoos.”  He said:  “You 

dance?  You look like a dancer.  Where do you dance?”  He then said: “Can I see you 

dance?  I’d love to see you dance.  You look like you’d be a nice dancer.”  (State Ex. 7B).  

He added:  “I love to dance. … Doctors are not supposed to dance and have fun.  They 

don’t know doctors like to have fun too.”  (St. Ex. 7B).    

Patient 2 testified that she reported her concerns about Appellant to her family 

doctor’s office, which made a report to the Hospital.  (Tr. 226-227, 247-250). 

Another witness, Marion Rupert, a staff member where Appellant worked, 

testified that in 2016, because of a patient complaint, Appellant had been recommended 

to have a chaperone present when seeing female patients.  (Tr. 333-334).  Appellant’s 

personnel file included a memo stating that as early as March, 2016, he had been advised 

to have a chaperone present when seeing female patients.  (St. Ex. 4 at 92).    
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The evidence included a letter dated May 16, 2018 from Kevin Milligan, Director 

of Union Physician Services at Union Hospital.  The letter stated that on December 20, 

2017, the Union Physician Services Administration had opened an investigation into 

alleged inappropriate examinations and behavior by Appellant, and referenced the 

allegations made by Patient 1 and Patient 2 in this case.  The letter chronicled the 

Hospital’s investigation, which culminated in a decision to suspend Appellant from the 

staff, and Appellant’s subsequent resignation.  (St. Ex. 4, p. 2). 

In response to the above evidence, Appellant stated that Patient 1’s testimony was 

“totally untrue,” and he did not touch Patient 1’s breasts.  (Tr. 449).  He stated that the 

medical assistant would not necessarily have been there for the appointment because the 

exam of the wound on the leg was not an “intimate examination.”  (Tr. 120-121, 375-

376).  He stated that he checked the patient’s neck, face, and upper back for skin lesions.  

(Tr. 122, 378-380).  He denied examining the patient’s breasts.  (Tr. 125-126, 384-385).  

Appellant stated that he first learned of Patient 1’s allegations when he was approached 

by Mr. Milligan a couple of months after Patient 1’s visit.  (Tr. 125). 

Appellant testified that the comments to Patient 2 were intended to make her 

comfortable and that he was trying to be cheerful and positive and put her at ease about 

her condition.  (Tr. 415-416).  Appellant agreed that he might have chosen a better word 

than “hot” in speaking to Patient 2.  (Tr. 77-78).  Regarding his comments about Patient 

2’s tattoos and seeing her dance, he said:  “I’m just giving her a compliment … I’m just 

being, you know, positive … encouraging.”  (Tr. 104).  He stated:  “I thought I was 

relating to her, I thought I was making her feel more comfortable, I thought I was being 
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reassuring to her.”  (Tr. 419).  However, he agreed:  “[I]n retrospect, I have to work on 

my communication skills.”  (Tr. 417-418).   

Appellant acknowledged that his departure from the Hospital was related to the 

allegations in this case, and that he was going to be terminated if he did not resign.  (Tr.  

435-436).     

On December 29, 2020, the Hearing Examiner issued a 58-page Report and 

Recommendation reviewing the evidence in detail.   

In the discussion of the proposed Order, the Hearing Examiner noted:  “In this 

case, while Dr. Cox contends that his comments to Patient 2 have been misconstrued, he 

flatly denies the allegations made by Patient 1, that he sexually assaulted her in his office. 

… For that reason, the testimony of Patient 1 and Dr. Cox must be scrutinized to compare 

their relative credibility.”  (R&R, p. 56).  The Hearing Examiner noted some “fairly 

minor” inconsistencies in Patient 1’s testimony, but stated that “In every other way, 

however, the patient’s testimony was consistent and credible.”  The Hearing Examiner 

added:  “There is nothing in the record to show that Patient 1 ever gave an inconsistent 

account of what she claims happened in Dr. Cox’s office… Her testimony was forthright 

and credible, and she would seem to have nothing to gain by making a false allegation 

against Dr. Cox, as she had never met him before … and she had not brought suit against 

him or the hospital in the more than three years since the incident occurred.”  (Id.).   

The Hearing Examiner stated:   

There were more significant inconsistencies in Dr. Cox’s 
testimony as it related to both patients, especially when compared with the 

statements that he made in his deposition testimony and in his sworn 

answers to the Board’s interrogatories, which were given before he had 

seen the videos that Patient 2 made of two of her office visits … Before he 
was shown the videos, Dr. Cox represented to the Board that he always 
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used a chaperone when he examined female patients, and that he was 

never alone with Patient 2 when she was not fully dressed.  The videos 

show that that was not true.   

… 

It was also not very credible that Dr. Cox was just making small 

talk with Patient 2 while debriding her wounds and that he did not intend 

to be flirtatious, because of his tone of voice, and the low volume he used 

when he made the questionable comments to her.  His comments about her 

tattoos and about whether he could see her dance were out of place in a 

medical exam.     

… 

In this case, after giving careful consideration to the evidence and a 

great deal of thought to the respective credibility of Dr. Cox and of the 

two patient witnesses, and for the reasons explained here, Dr. Cox was 

found to be the less credible witness.  Dr. Cox would have been well 

served by utilizing a chaperone in all visits with female patients as his 

employer first recommended, and later mandated.  Given his failure to do 

so previously, the hearing examiner does not believe that a Board order 

requiring a chaperone would be effective.  Given Dr. Cox’s actions and 

lack of credibility, a permanent revocation and the minimum fine are 

recommended.  (R&R p. 56-58) 

 

 This matter came before the Board at its February 10, 2021 meeting.  The meeting 

minutes reflect that Board member Dr. Schottenstein stated that Patient 1’s description of 

the aftermath of the incident “rings true for someone who felt she was in danger.”  

Regarding Patient 2, Dr. Schottenstein stated that “there is no world in which Dr. Cox’s 

comments reflect an appropriate interaction between physician and patient.”  Board 

member Montgomery agreed with Dr. Schottenstein and added: “there appears to be a 

very consistent pattern.”  Other Board members noted their agreement with the Hearing 

Examiner’s credibility determinations.  The Board voted 8 to 0 to approve the Hearing 

Examiner’s recommendation.  (R. 100-103). 

On February 10, 2021, the Board issued an Order permanently revoking 

Appellant’s certificate to practice medicine and surgery in Ohio.   

On February 18, 2021, Appellant filed this appeal. 
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II. LAW 

 

 When considering an appeal from an order of the Medical Board, a common pleas 

court must uphold the order if it is supported by reliable, probative, and substantial 

evidence, and is in accordance with law.  R.C. 119.12.  Pons v. Ohio State Med. Bd., 66 

Ohio St.3d 619, 621 (1993).  

 The Ohio Supreme Court has recognized that the General Assembly granted the 

Medical Board a broad measure of discretion.  Arlen v. State, 61 Ohio St.2d 168, 174 

(1980).  In Farrand v. State Med. Bd., 151 Ohio St. 222, 224 (1949), the court stated: 

The purpose of the General Assembly in providing for administrative 

hearings in particular fields was to facilitate such matters by placing the 

decision on facts with boards or commissions composed of men equipped 

with the necessary knowledge and experience pertaining to a particular 

field.  

 

“Accordingly, when courts review a medical board order, they are obligated to accord 

due deference to the board’s interpretation of the technical and ethical requirements of 

the medical profession.”  Landefeld v. State Med. Bd., 10th Dist. No. 99AP-612, 2000 

Ohio App. LEXIS 2556, pg. 9.    

III. THE COURT’S FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

Appellant’s first argument is that the Board’s conclusion that he inappropriately 

touched Patient 1 is not supported by reliable, probative, and substantial evidence.  

Appellant challenges the conclusion of the Hearing Examiner and the Board that the 

testimony of Patient 1 was more credible than the testimony of Appellant.   

Appellant asserts that Patient 1’s testimony is contradicted by the electronic 

medical record.  Appellant notes that while Patient 1 testified that she complained about 

the lesion on her leg, the EMR indicates that Patient 1 also complained of chest pain and 
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other issues.  This does not support an argument that the examination as described by 

Patient 1 was legitimate.  Appellant agreed that there was no question of whether he had 

a legitimate basis to perform a breast exam, as he denied ever examining Patient 1’s 

breasts at all.  (Tr. 125, 384-385). 

Appellant argues that there are discrepancies between Patient 1’s account of what 

happened to her and other descriptions of the incident.  The May 16, 2018 letter from Mr. 

Milligan, Director of Union Physician Services, stated that Patient 1 had reported that 

Appellant had examined her leg, “which then progressed into a disrobing of her top and 

an examination of her breasts.”  (St. Ex. 4 at 2).  As noted by the Hearing Examiner, this 

conflicting account came from a third party, Mr. Milligan, but Patient 1’s testimony about 

what happened in the incident was consistent and credible.  (R&R, p. 56).   

Appellant emphasizes other inconsistencies in Patient 1’s testimony about such 

subjects as the prescriptions made during the visit, subsequent contacts with the hospital, 

the description of the building, etc.  The Hearing Examiner addressed these 

inconsistencies and concluded that they were “fairly minor.”  (R&R, p. 56).  The Hearing 

Examiner concluded:  “In every other way, however, the patient’s testimony was 

consistent and credible” and added:  “There is nothing in the record to show that Patient 1 

ever gave an inconsistent account of what she claims happened in Dr. Cox’s office … 

Her testimony was forthright and credible, and she would seem to have nothing to gain 

by making a false allegation against Dr. Cox .…”  (Id.)    

The Hearing Examiner also noted that “There were more significant 

inconsistencies in Dr. Cox’s testimony as it related to both patients, especially when 

compared with the statements he made in his deposition testimony and in his sworn 
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answers to the Board’s interrogatories ….”  The Hearing Examiner cited as examples 

Appellant’s representation that he always used a chaperone when he examined female 

patients, and his “not very credible” claim that he was just making small talk with Patient 

2.  (R&R, p. 57).   

As the finder of fact, the Board was entitled to evaluate the credibility of the 

witnesses and other evidence.  With respect to such factual issues, the Court is to “give 

due deference to the administrative resolution of evidentiary conflicts” because the fact 

finder had the opportunity to observe the witnesses and weigh their credibility.  Univ. of 

Cincinnati v. Conrad, 63 Ohio St.2d 108, 111 (1980).  “A reviewing court should not 

substitute its judgment for that of an administrative board.”  Bingham v. Ohio Veterinary 

Med. Licensing Bd., 9th Dist. Case No. 18510, 1998 Ohio App. LEXIS 532, p. 7.  See also 

Harris v. Lewis, 69 Ohio St.2d 577, 578 (1982).   

Having reviewed the record, the Court finds that the Board’s conclusion that 

Appellant inappropriately touched Patient 1 is supported by reliable, probative, and 

substantial evidence. 

Appellant next argues that the comments made to Patient 2 do not constitute 

“sexual impropriety” as defined by the Board’s rules.  

The Board’s finding of a violation of the sexual misconduct rules is of course 

supported by the evidence as to Patient 1.  As to Patient 2, the pertinent language of the 

rule defines “sexual impropriety” to include “Making comments that are not clinically 

relevant about or to the patient, including but not limited to, making sexual comments 

about a patient’s body or underclothing, making sexualized or sexually demeaning 
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comments to a patient, criticizing the patient’s sexual orientation, or making comments 

about potential sexual performance.”  Ohio Admin. Code 4731-26-01(H)(1)(c). 

The Hearing Examiner found that inappropriate comments by Appellant to Patient 

2 included stating “You’re always doing hot,” asking her to “Stay here forever,” 

commenting on her “beautiful tattoos,” and stating:  “Can I see you dance?  I’d love to 

see you dance.  You look like you’d be a nice dancer.”  The Hearing Examiner found that 

it was not credible that Appellant was just making small talk, noting “his tone of voice, 

and the low volume he used when he made the questionable comments to her” and that 

the comments were “out of place in a medical exam.”  (R&R, p. 55-58).  Board member 

Dr. Schottenstein stated that “there is no world in which Dr. Cox’s comments reflect an 

appropriate interaction between physician and patient” and opined that “the comments 

constitute sexual impropriety.” (Meeting minutes, p. 11).   

The Court concludes that the Board’s finding that Appellant made “comments 

that are not clinically relevant” and “sexualized comments” to Patient 2 in violation of 

Ohio Admin. Code 4731-26-02 is supported by reliable, probative, and substantial 

evidence.  

Appellant next argues that he was disciplined based upon charges or reasons that 

were not included in the Notice of Opportunity for Hearing.  Appellant asserts that the 

Board based its decision to discipline him on the fact that he did not utilize a chaperone 

when treating Patients 1 and 2.   

In Froehlich v. State Med. Bd., 10th Dist. No. 15AP-666, 2016-Ohio-1035, ¶29-

30, the Court of Appeals held as follows: 

An elementary and fundamental requirement of due process in any 

proceeding which is to be accorded finality is notice reasonably 
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calculated, under all the circumstances, to apprise interested parties of the 

pendency of the action and afford them an opportunity to present their 

objections. … The right to a hearing embraces not only the right to present 
evidence, but also a reasonable opportunity to know the claims of the 

opposing party and to meet them. 

 

In the context of a proceeding to revoke a medical license, this court has 

determined the board's notice is constitutionally sufficient where the 

notice includes (1) the allegation against the physician, (2) the statute 

directly involved, and (3) the reasons for the board's proposed action. 

(citations omitted) 

 

The issue here is whether Appellant had a reasonable opportunity to know the 

Board’s claims against him and a reasonable opportunity to meet those claims at the 

hearing before the Board.  See Althof v. Ohio State Bd. of Psychology, 10th Dist. No. 

05AP-1169, 2007-Ohio-1010, ¶20. 

The allegations in the March 11, 2020 Notice of Opportunity for Hearing (the 

“Notice Letter”) focus on the allegations of sexual misconduct against Patients 1 and 2. 

(R. 9).  The Hearing Examiner’s Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law in the Report 

and Recommendation, explaining the basis for the proposed action, address these 

allegations from the Notice Letter.  (R&R, p. 54-55).   

The record reflects that the discipline directly addressed the allegations of the 

Notice Letter regarding sexual misconduct against Patients 1 and 2.  The record does not 

support Appellant’s argument that he was disciplined for failing to utilize a chaperone 

when treating Patients 1 and 2.   

In response to the allegations relating to Patient 2, Appellant, in his answers to the 

Board’s First Set of Interrogatories, stated:  “I was shocked to learn that this patient had 

filed a complaint as I have taken excellent care of this patient and had performed all 

exams and procedures with a female chaperone present.”  (St. Ex. 6, p. 7).   
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Thus, the issue of whether a chaperone was present was relevant and proper to 

address because it was raised by Appellant as a defense to the allegations.  In addition, 

when Appellant claimed to have performed all exams and procedures with a chaperone, 

and the videos showed otherwise, this was relevant to credibility. 

In the Board’s meeting, Dr. Schottenstein expressly acknowledged:  “there is no 

allegation against Dr. Cox for not having a chaperone when he was required by the 

hospital to have one.”  He added, however, “there is a pattern … worth noting because it 

speaks to Dr. Cox’s credibility.”  (R. 101).   

The failure to use a chaperone is referenced again by the Hearing Examiner and 

Board in discussing the appropriate sanction.  (R&R, p. 58; R. 102).  A disciplinary body 

is permitted to consider uncharged misconduct in determining a suitable sanction.  

Macheret v. State Med. Bd. of Ohio, 10th Dist. No. 09AP-849, 2010-Ohio-3483 ¶27; 

Seman v. State Med. Bd. of Ohio, 10th Dist. No. 19AP-613, 2020-Ohio-3342, ¶24. 

The Court concludes that the Board did not discipline Appellant based on charges 

or reasons not included in the Notice Letter. 

Appellant’s last argument is that the Board improperly admitted into evidence a 

specific document contained in State’s Exhibit 4.  The document at issue is the two-page 

letter dated May 16, 2018 from Kevin Milligan, Director of Union Physician Services at 

Union Hospital.  The letter chronicled the Hospital’s investigation into alleged 

inappropriate examinations and behavior by Appellant, and referenced the allegations 

made by Patient 1 and Patient 2 in this case.  (St. Ex. 4, p. 2-3).  Appellant argues that the 

letter is hearsay and not relevant to the allegations in the Notice Letter. 
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At the hearing, there was a discussion in which the parties agreed on redactions to 

the document at issue and to admission of the redacted document into evidence.  (Tr. 

276-277).  

Even if a hearsay objection to the document were preserved, administrative 

agencies are not bound by the strict rules of evidence applied in courts.  Urban v. State 

Medical Board, 10th Dist. No. 03AP-426, 2004 Ohio App. LEXIS 99.  In Felice’s Main 

Street, Inc. v. Liquor Control Commission, 10th Dist. No. 01AP-1405, 2002 Ohio App. 

LEXIS 5801, p. 17, the Court stated that “The hearsay rule is relaxed in administrative 

proceedings.”  Statements that would elsewhere be excluded as hearsay will be 

admissible in an administrative proceeding where they are not inherently unreliable, and 

may constitute reliable, probative, and substantial evidence.  Doersam v. City of 

Gahanna, 10th Dist. No. 96APF12-1766, 1997 Ohio App. LEXIS 4468, p. 23-24.  

Appellant has not shown any basis to conclude that the letter at issue is inherently 

unreliable. 

The letter is also relevant to the allegations in the Notice Letter, as it addresses 

both the allegations concerning Patients 1 and 2 and the issue discussed above regarding 

use of chaperones. 

For the foregoing reasons, the Court finds that the Board’s Order is supported by 

reliable, probative, and substantial evidence and is in accordance with law.  The Board’s 

Order is AFFIRMED.  This is a final, appealable Order.  Costs to Appellant.  Pursuant to 

Civil Rule 58, the Clerk of Court shall serve upon all parties notice of this judgment and 

its date of entry. 

 IT IS SO ORDERED.    

Copies to counsel by efiling  
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IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS, FRANKLIN COUNTY, OHIO 

 

 

MARCUS F. COX, M.D.,    : 

       : 

 Appellant     : CASE NO. 21CV-1054 

       :  

vs.       : JUDGE AVENI 

       :  

STATE MEDICAL BOARD OF OHIO,  :  

       : 

 Appellee     :    

 

DECISION AND ENTRY DENYING 

APPELLANT’S MOTION TO STAY THE ORDER OF 

THE STATE MEDICAL BOARD OF OHIO   

 

AVENI, JUDGE 

 This matter is before the Court on Appellant’s Motion to Stay the Order of the 

State Medical Board of Ohio filed on March 1, 2021.  The Motion is opposed by the State 

Medical Board (the “Board”). 

 By letter dated March 11, 2020, the Board notified Appellant that it proposed to 

take disciplinary action against his certificate to practice medicine and surgery in Ohio 

based on allegations that he lifted a patient’s clothing and fondled her breasts and made 

inappropriate comments to another patient, thereby violating the Revised Code and the 

Board’s rules and failing to conform to minimal standards of care.  A hearing was 

conducted on November, 3, 4, and 12, 2020.  On February 10, 2021, the Board issued an 

Order permanently revoking Appellant’s certificate to practice medicine and surgery in 

Ohio.  On February 18, 2021, Appellant filed this appeal from the Board’s Order and now 

seeks a stay pending appeal.   

  R.C. 119.12(E) includes the following: 
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The filing of a notice of appeal shall not automatically operate as a 

suspension of the order of an agency.  … In the case of an appeal from … 
the state medical board …, the court may grant a suspension and fix its 

terms if it appears to the court that an unusual hardship to the appellant 

will result from the execution of the agency's order pending determination 

of the appeal and the health, safety, and welfare of the public will not be 

threatened by suspension of the order.  

 

The Court of Appeals has held that when determining whether a stay of an 

administrative order should be granted, a court may also consider whether appellant has 

shown a strong likelihood or probability of success on the merits, whether appellant has 

shown irreparable injury, whether issuance of a stay will cause harm to others, and 

whether the public interest would be served by granting a stay.  Bob Krihwan Pontiac-

GMC Truck, Inc. v. GMC, 141 Ohio App.3d 777, 782-783 (10th Dist. 2001).  

The first issue for consideration is whether Appellant has demonstrated “unusual 

hardship.”   

This case, involving a permanent revocation, is not one where Appellant’s right of 

appeal, without a stay, would effectively become moot because of completion of the 

sanction prior to judicial review.   

Appellant asserts that the Board’s Order would cause severe consequences 

because it would bar him from working as a physician in Ohio and could be a basis for 

denial of employment and licensure in other states.  The Court of Appeals has held that 

economic harms from being unable to work as a physician “do not rise to the level of 

extraordinary circumstances” because they are “unfortunate but predictable harms that 

would result whenever any physician has his or her license suspended for an extended 

period of time.”  de Bourbon v. State Med. Bd. Of Ohio, 10th Dist. No. 16AP-669, 2017-

Ohio-5526, ¶10.    
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 Additional issues for consideration include whether the health, safety, and welfare 

of the public will be threatened by suspension of the Order and whether Appellant has 

shown a likelihood of success on appeal.   

The allegations against Appellant concern treatment of two patients.  On or about 

July 17, 2017, Patient 1 presented to Appellant’s office for examination of a skin lesion 

on her shin.  She stated that when Appellant came into the exam room, the wound on her 

leg was visible without the need to disrobe.  (Tr. 138-140).  She testified that Appellant 

asked her to stand up and walk across the room, and that he came up behind her, lifted 

her top and bra, and proceeded to touch her breasts for a minute or two.  (Id.).  She 

testified that she immediately reported this to the hospital.  (Id.).   

Patient 2 testified that she began recording visits with Appellant because she 

became uncomfortable with things he was saying to her.  (Tr. 213-217).  Patient 2 

identified recordings of visits with Appellant in November 2017 and January 2018.  In 

the first visit, Appellant asked Patient 2 how she is doing, and when she responded “Not 

so hot,” he stated “You’re always doing hot.”  (St. Ex. 7A).  Appellant asked her to “Stay 

here forever.” Patient 2 testified that Appellant put his hands near her breast and said that 

“she was warmer down here.”  (Tr. 241-242).  In the second visit, Appellant asked 

Patient 2 if he could see her tattoos, told her the tattoos were beautiful, told her she 

looked like a dancer, and said “Can I see you dance? I’d love to see you dance.”  (State 

Ex. 7B).  

The evidence included a letter from the Hospital where Appellant worked, stating 

that the Hospital conducted an investigation of these incidents, suspended Appellant from 

the staff, and he then resigned from the staff.  (St. Ex. 4, p. 2). 
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In response to the above evidence, Appellant stated that Patient 1’s testimony was 

untrue.  (Tr. 449).  He stated that the comments to Patient 2 were intended to make her 

comfortable and that he was trying to be cheerful and positive and put her at ease about 

her condition.  (Tr. 415-416).   

Another witness, Marion Rupert, a staff member where Appellant worked, 

testified that because of a prior complaint, Appellant had been recommended to have a 

chaperone present when seeing a female patient.  (Tr. 333-334). 

In the Motion to Stay, Appellant challenges the conclusion of the Hearing 

Examiner and the Board that the testimony of Patient 1 was more credible than the 

testimony of Appellant.  This Court must “give due deference to the administrative 

resolution of evidentiary conflicts” because the fact finder had the opportunity to observe 

the witnesses and weigh their credibility.  Univ of Cincinnati v. Conrad, 63 Ohio St.2d 

108, 111 (1980).  

 For the foregoing reasons, the Court concludes that Appellant has not 

demonstrated unusual hardship.  The Court concludes that the health, safety, and welfare 

of the public will be threatened by suspension of the Order.  The Court further concludes 

that at this point, Appellant has not shown a strong likelihood of success on the merits of 

this appeal.  Issuance of a stay could cause harm to others, and the public interest is not 

served by a stay.  Appellant’s Motion to Stay is hereby denied. 

 IT IS SO ORDERED.    
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IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS 
FRANKLIN COUNTY, OHIO 

MARCUS F. COX, M.D. 
4258 RABER ROAD NE 
DOVER, OH 44622 

CASE NO. -------
APPELLANT, 

JUDGE ---------
V 

STATE MEDICAL BOARD OF OHIO 
30 EAST BROAD STREET, 3RD FLOOR 
COLUMBUS, OH 43215 

APPELLEE. 

NOTICE OF APPEAL 

Pursuant to Ohio Revised Code §119.12, Appellant, Marcus F. Cox, M.D. ("Appellant") 

hereby appeals the attached Entry of Order ("Order") of the State Medical Board of Ohio, which 

permanently revoked Appellant' s medical license. The Order was mailed to Appellant on 

February 11 , 2021. 

The basis for the appeal is that the Order is not supported by reliable, probative and 

substantial evidence and is not in accordance with law, and therefore, must be reversed. 

20540611.1 

Respectfully submitted, 

Isl Elizabeth Y. Collis 
Elizabeth Y. Collis (0061961) 
Dinsmore & Shchi , LLP 
191 W. Nationwide Blvd., Suite 300 
Columbus, OH 43215 
Telephone: (614) 628-6945 
Facsimile: (614) 628-6890 
E-mail: beth colli s(iildinsmore.com 

Counsel for Respondent, Marcus F . Cox, M.D. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that a true copy of the foregoing Notice of Appeal was served via e-mail 

delivery this 17th day of February, 2021 , upon: 

20540611.1 

Kyle C . Wilcox, Esq. 
Melinda Snyder, Esq. 
Assistant Attorney General 
Office of the Ohio Attorney General 
Health & Human Services Section 
30 East Broad Street, 26th Floor 
Columbus, OH 43215 
E-mail : kyl e.,vil_cox(cLohi_oattornevg_enernl_.g_ov 

mdinda. ryanssnvder~u.ohioattornev,:zeneral _ v;o-v 

Isl Elizabeth Y. Collis 
Elizabeth Y. Collis 
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State Medical Board of 

Ohio 

Marcus F. Cox, M.D. 
4258 Raber Road NE 
Dover, OH 44622 

Dear Dr. Cox: 

February 10, 2021 

30 E. Broad St. , 3rd Floor 

Columbus, Ohio 43215 
(614) 466-3934 

www.med.ohio.gov 

RE: Case No. 20-CRF-0031 

Please find enclosed certified copies of the Entry of Order; the Report and Recommendation of 
Ronda Shamansky, Esq., Hearing Examiner, State Medical Board of Ohio; and an excerpt of draft 
Minutes of the State Medical Board, meeting in regular session on February 10, 2021, including 
motions approving and confirming the Report and Recommendation as the Findings and Order of 
the State Medical Board of Ohio. 

Section 119.12, Ohio Revised Code, may authorize an appeal from this Order. Any such appeal 
must be filed in accordance with all requirements specified in Section 119 .12, Ohio Revised Code, 
and must be filed with the State Medical Board of Ohio and the Franklin County Court of Common 
Pleas within (15) days after the date of mailing of this notice. 

KGR:jam 
Enclosures 

THE STATE MEDICAL BOARD OF OHIO 

~Gt~~fHvjuf 
Kim G. Rothermel, M.D. 1) 
Secretary ~ 

. (1,U~ '32* {5)--

CERTIFIED MAIL NO. 917199999170366911 8955 
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 

Cc: Elizabeth Y. Collis, Gregory A. Taposci and Todd W. Collis, Esqs. 



CERTIFICATION 

I hereby certify that the attached copy of the Entry of Order of the State Medical Board of 
Ohio; Report and Recommendation of Ronda Shamansky, Esq. , State Medical Board 
Hearing Examiner; and excerpt of draft Minutes of the State Medical Board, meeting in 
regular session on February 10, 2021, including motions approving and confirming the 
Findings of Fact, Conclusions and Proposed Order of the Hearing Examiner as the 
Findings and Order of the State Medical Board of Ohio; constitute a true and complete 
copy of the Findings and Order of the State Medical Board in the Marcus F. Cox, M.D., 
Case No. 20-CRF-0031, as it appears in the Journal of the State Medical Board of Ohio. 

This certification is made by authority of the State Medical Board of Ohio and in its 
behalf. 

(SEAL) 

LG £iJJhv,rw/ MD{ta\: 
Kim G. Rothermel, M.D. l'],l( 
Secretary 1;. Lu.;,;,. rr J; 

lJl,,vC1 vw y r 3a11oll\..-

February 10, 2021 
Date 



BEFORE THE STATE MEDICAL BOARD OF OHIO 

IN THE MATTER OF * 

* CASE NO. 20-CRF-0031 

MARCUS F. COX, M.D. * 

ENTRY OF ORDER 

This matter came on for consideration before the State Medical Board of Ohio on 
February 10, 2021. 

Upon the Report and Recommendation of Ronda Shamansky, Esq., State Medical Board 
Hearing Examiner, designated in this Matter pursuant to R.C. 4 731.23 , a true copy of 
which Report and Recommendation is attached hereto and incorporated herein, and upon 
the approval and confirmation by vote of the Board on the above date, the following 
Order is hereby entered on the Journal of the State Medical Board of Ohio for the above 
date. 

It is hereby ORDERED that: 

A. PERMANENT REVOCATION: The license of Marcus F. Cox, M.D. to practice 
medicine and surgery in the State of Ohio shall be PERMANENTLY REVOKED. 

B. FINE: Within thirty days of the effective date of this Order, Dr. Cox shall remit 
payment in full of a fine of six thousand dollars ($6,000.00). Such payment shall be 
made via credit card in the manner specified by the Board through its online portal, 
or by other manner as specified by the Board. 

This Order shall become effective immediately upon the mailing of the notification of 
approval by the Board. 

(SEAL) 
February 10, ?021 
Date 



STATE MEDICAL BOARD 
OF OHIO 

RECEIVED: 

December 29, 2020 

BEFORE THE STATE MEDICAL BOARD OF OHIO 

In the Matter of 

Marcus F. Cox, M.D., 

Respondent. 

Basis for Hearing 

Case No. 20-CRF-0031 
* 

Hearing Examiner Shamansky 
* 

REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION 

By letter dated March 11 , 2020 ("Notice"), the State Medical Board of Ohio ("Board") 
notified Marcus F. Cox, M.D., that it proposed to take disciplinary action against his 
license to practice medicine and surgery in the State of Ohio. 

The Board's proposed action was based on allegations involving Dr. Cox's treatment of 
two different patients. First, the Board alleged that on or about July 17, 2017, Patient 1 
presented to Dr. Cox's office for an examination of skin lesions on her leg, and that during 
the examination, Dr. Cox asked Patient 1 to stand. It alleged that when she complied, Dr. 
Cox backed her to the wall, lifted her clothing, and fondled her breasts, before abruptly 
leaving the examination room. 

In the same Notice, the Board alleged that Dr. Cox treated Patient 2 for axillary abscesses 
between in or around November 2017 to in or around January 2018, and that, during at 
least two examinations of that patient in his office, Dr. Cox made inappropriate comments 
to her. 

The Board also alleged that this these acts, conduct, and/or omissions, individually and/or 
collectively, constituted "violating or attempting to violate, directly or indirectly, or 
assisting in or abetting the violation of, or conspiring to violate, any provisions of this 
chapter or any rule promulgated by the board," as that clause is used in Ohio Revised 
Code Section ("R.C.") 4731.22(B)(20), to wit: Prohibitions, Ohio Administrative Code 
("OAC") Rule 4 731-26-02. The Board further alleged that, pursuant to Rule 4 731-26-
03(A)(l ), a violation of Rule 4731-26-02 also constitutes a violation of R.C. 
4731.22(B)(6), "[a] departure from, or the failure to conform to, minimal standards of care 
of similar practitioners under the same or similar circumstances, whether or not actual 
injury to a patient is established." 

The Board advised Dr. Cox of his right to request a hearing, and he requested one through 
his counsel's filing dated March 16, 2020. (State's Exhibits ("St. Exs.") 8a, 8b, 8c). 
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Appearances 

Dave Yost, Attorney General, and Melinda Ryans Snyder and Kyle Wilcox, Assistant 
Attorneys General, on behalf of the State of Ohio. 

Beth Collis, Esq., on behalf of Dr. Cox. 

Hearing Dates: November 3, 4, and 12, 2020 

PROCEDURAL MATTERS 
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Because of the ongoing public health emergency surrounding the COVID-19 pandemic, the 
hearing was held using videoconferencing software. 

Pursuant to OAC Rule 473 l-13-03(B), segments of the hearing were closed to the public during 
the testimony of Patient 1 and Patient 2. 

In reviewing the exhibits after the hearing, the hearing examiner found that State's Exhibit 6, 
which was admitted as an unsealed exhibit, contains a patient key at page 25. That page of the 
exhibit is ordered, post-hearing, to be sealed in order to preserve the privacy of the patients 
involved. 

SUMMARY OF THE EVIDENCE 

All exhibits, even if not specifically mentioned, were thoroughly reviewed and considered by the 
Hearing Examiner prior to preparing this Report and Recommendation. 

Medical Education and Practice 

1. Marcus Cox, M.D., is originally from Miami, Florida, and was the youngest of seven 
children. He testified that his mother, as well as one brother and one sister, are all nurses, 
and that he knew he wanted to go to medical school when he was five years old, as he 
was intrigued with the medical-themed television shows that he watched growing up in 
the 1970s. After high school, Dr. Cox attended Emory University, where he earned a 
bachelor's degree with a double major in biology and in African and African-American 
studies in 1991. He then went to medical school at the University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, and graduated with his medical degree in 1995. (Hearing Transcript ("Tr.") 
at 27, 351-353; Respondent's Exhibit ("Resp. Ex.") D) 

2. After graduating from medical school, Dr. Cox began a four-year general surgery 
residency at Baylor College of Medicine in Houston, Texas, but left the residency early to 
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pursue a surgical oncology fellowship at MD Anderson Cancer Center, where he 
conducted sarcoma research under a T32 grant from the National Institutes of Health. 
Following his fellowship, Dr. Cox moved to Akron, Ohio and completed a three-year 
general surgery residency at Summa Health Systems, finishing that program in July 2000. 
Dr. Cox is board-certified in general surgery, and intends to earn board-certification in 
surgical critical care. However, Dr. Cox explained that the certification exam that was 
scheduled for April 2020 was canceled, causing him to wait until April 2021 before he 
can attempt that exam. Because he does some locum tenens work, Dr. Cox holds current 
licenses in Kentucky, Louisiana, and Washington, D.C. as well as Ohio. He testified that 
he previously held a medical license in West Virginia, but that he had recently allowed 
that license to expire. (Tr. at 27-29, 35-37, 353-354; Resp. Ex. D) 

3. Dr. Cox testified that after his residency at Summa Health Systems, he was recruited by 
Lima Surgical Specialists, a private practice in Lima, Ohio. He worked with that practice 
in Lima for about 12 years, from 2003 until 2015, performing vascular surgery, trauma 
surgery, and acute and critical care surgery during that time. 1 Dr. Cox testified that he 
left the private practice in Lima in 2015 because the local hospital where he practiced 
was buying up the private practices of local physicians, and he did not want to be an 
employee of the hospital system. (Tr. at 29-30, 355-356) 

4. After leaving Lima, Dr. Cox next went to Dover, Ohio in 2015 and worked for Union 
Physician Services, a company that owned and managed several medical practices in the 
Dover/New Philadelphia area. Within the organizational structure of Union Physician 
Services, Dr. Cox practiced as part of Regional Surgical Specialists, a group of 3-4 
surgeons during his tenure there. Dr. Cox had hospital privileges at Union Hospital, 
where he worked as a general surgeon, and he also had privileges at a nearby outpatient 
surgical center less than a mile away from the hospital. He testified that in a typical 
workweek, he would divide his time, spending about 2 ½ days doing surgeries, either in 
the operating room or gastroenterology suite at Union Hospital, or at the nearby surgery 
center. He spent the other 2 ½ days per week in clinical practice, seeing patients in an 
office suite on the second floor of Regional Surgical Specialists in a building located 
across the parking lot from Union Hospital, or in a wound care clinic located in the 
basement of Union Hospital. Dr. Cox also saw patients for follow-up visits after surgery 
at one of those two locations. (Tr. at 30-32, 40-44, 355-358) 

5. Dr. Cox testified that he performed a wide range of emergency and elective surgical 
procedures at Union Hospital, including oncology surgeries, endoscopies, laparoscopies, 
and hyperbaric treatments. (Tr. at 356-357) He said that wound care had become "kind 
of a specialty" ever since his work in Lima, and he added that wound care is part of 
"good general surgery care" because any type of surgery necessarily produces a wound. 

1 Dr. Cox testified that the name of his practice in Lima was "Midwest Surgical Specialists," but his C.V. indicates 
that the practice was called, "Lima Surgical Specialists, Inc." (Tr. at 355; Resp. Ex. D) 
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(Tr. at 33) In addition, Dr. Cox explained that he treated chronic wounds, most often in 
the wound care center at Union Hospital, where he was the director. (Tr. at 32-35) 

6. Dr. Cox' s office was located in the Regional Surgical Specialists facility located across 
from the hospital's parking lot. (Tr. at 358) He said that in his clinical practice, he saw 
"pretty much anything," as general surgery covered a wide range of conditions. (Tr. at 
359) Dr. Cox recalled that he saw patients with skin lesions, breast cancer and breast 
lesions, abdominal masses, rectal bleeding, gastroenterology concerns such as nausea, 
vomiting, and diarrhea, skin and scalp lesions, and many different kinds of wounds. 
Most patients came to Regional Surgical Specialists by referral from other providers, and 
when that happened, they would be randomly assigned either to him or one of the other 
three physicians there, unless they were referred to one surgeon specifically. (Tr. at 359-
361) 

7. Dr. Cox continued working at Union Hospital until he was relieved of all duties effective 
December 21, 2017, according to an agreement that he signed with the hospital on 
January 19, 2018. At the hearing, Dr. Cox would not agree that he resigned in lieu of 
termination, but he acknowledged that his departure was related to the allegations in this 
case, and that he stated in his answers to the Board's interrogatories that he was going to 
be terminated if he did not resign. After leaving Union Hospital, Dr. Cox then worked as 
the director of the Genesis Wound Care Health Center in Zanesville, Ohio, from 
November 2018 until June 2019, in addition to doing locum tenens work during that time. 
(Tr. at 427-428, 435-436; St. Ex. 4 at 106-110, St. Ex. 5 at 30, St. Ex. 6 at 7; Resp. Ex. D) 

8. Dr. Cox testified that, by the time he left Union Hospital, he had decided he wanted to 
further his training, so he entered a trauma and critical care fellowship in late 2019 at the 
Albany Medical Center in Albany, New York. He said that he completed that training in 
June 2020, but that he has nonetheless been unable to find employment since the Notice 
in this case was issued. (Tr. at 427-428; Resp. Ex. D) 

March 11, 2020 Notice of Opportunity for Hearing 

9. The Board's Notice contained allegations against Dr. Cox involving two different female 
patients. At the hearing, when each patient was shown the Patient Key, each said that she 
did not know the other person named on the key. While Dr. Cox contends that the 
comments he made to Patient 2 during her exam have been misinterpreted, he flatly 
denies the allegation made by Patient 1 that he sexually assaulted her. (Tr. at 138-140, 
174-175, 210, 385-386, 415-421, 449; St. Exs. 3, 8a) 

Board's Investigation; Investigation by Union Hospital 

10. A couple years before the hearing, the Board's counsel subpoenaed Dr. Cox's personnel 
file from Union Hospital. It was produced along with a cover letter dated May 16, 2018 
from Kevin Milligan, the Director of Union Physician Services, transmitting the file. (St. 
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Ex. 4) The letter stated that on December 20, 2017, the Union Physician Services 
Administration had opened an investigation into alleged inappropriate examinations and 
behavior by Dr. Marcus Cox, and it included descriptions of the allegations made by 
Patient 1 and Patient 2 in this case. The letter chronicled the hospital's investigation, 
which culminated in a decision to suspend him from the staff, and Dr. Cox's subsequent 
resignation: 

As a result of this investigation, we did coach and counsel Dr. Cox about 
having chaperones in the rooms during his examinations to protect the 
patient and himself against these types of allegations. As a result, we 
mandated a chaperone be present during his examinations. 

Upon conclusion of the investigation we determined the totality of Dr. 
Cox's actions were inconsistent with the standard practice of medicine at 
Union Physician Services. Additionally, his behavior and actions were not 
reflective of Union Physician Services code of conduct. On January 91

\ 

2018 we advised Dr. Cox the investigation reached conclusion. His status 
was changed to suspension without pay, pending termination. On January 
17th Dr. Cox resigned from Union Physician services. 

(St. Ex. 4 at 2) 

11. In addition, the personnel file included a memo from Dena Levengood, the Union 
Physician Services Practice Manager, stating that Dr. Cox had been advised to have a 
chaperone when examining patients, as early as March 2016: 

On 3/4/2016, proper rooming protocol and procedure in the physician's 
office was reviewed with Dr. Marcus Cox. 

In addition to using appropriate protocols and procedures, I recommended 
to him that he have a female staff member present at all times when in a 
patient room. 

This was considered a counseling session. 

(St. Ex. 4 at 92) 

12. At the hearing, Dr. Cox testified that he knew Ms. Levengood, but that he did not 
remember ever being counseled to have a chaperone present during exams of patients. 
(Tr. at 52-56) He specifically testified that he did not recall the counseling session that 
the memo from Dena Levengood documented: 
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Q. * * * So that sentence about proper rooming protocol and procedure, 
what was explained to you during this meeting about the proper protocol 
and rooming procedure? 
A. I don't recall this meeting. 
Q. Well, what was the proper rooming protocol and procedure in 2016 at 
Union Physicians -- or at Union Hospital, rather? 
A. Well, it says here that it's recommended to have a female staff member 
present at all times when in a patient room. 
Q. Right. Is that what you understand to be the rooming protocol and 
procedure for the hospital? 
A. I -- according to what's written here, that is what it states, but I don't 
recall that being a pervasive mantra. 
Q. All right. But you agree that they explained it to you on March 4th of 
2016? 
A. No, I do not. I do not recall this meeting. 

(Tr. at 55-56) 
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13. Later, in the presentation of his case, Dr. Cox reiterated that he was never required to use 
a chaperone. Although he recalled the use of a chaperone being suggested to him at one 
point, he explained that this created a staffing problem for him in the office: 

Q. Okay. Was there ever a time that your employer mandated that you 
have a chaperone present when you examined female patients? 
A. I do not recall being mandated. 
Q. What do you recall? 
A. I recall there being a suggestion, a recommendation for female 
chaperones at all times, and I remember stating yes, we can do that, but 
remember, that may slow me down because I only have one MA to do that 
properly. And if you want me to see the amount of patients that you want 
me to see, then I should have two people so that I can rotate and see 
everyone. I remember making that comment. 

(Tr. at 365) 

14. Dr. Cox testified that he was not given additional staff so that he could have one person 
present as a chaperone with him each time he examined a patient. Therefore, he used 
chaperones usually only for breast exams, or exams of a patient's rectum or perineum. 
(Tr. at 365-366) He stated that he tried to document the use of a chaperone in his medical 
records when he had one present, and that he was "usually pretty good" about doing that. 
(Tr. at 366) 
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15. The Board served its First Set oflnterrogatories on Dr. Cox in early 2019, along with a 
Patient Key identifying the two patients that the questions concerned. The patients 
named on the key are the same two patients who testified at the hearing. Dr. Cox 
answered the interrogatories with assistance from his counsel, and then signed an 
attestation on May 24, 2019, stating that his answers were accurate, before returning his 
answers to the Board. He indicated in his answers that he did not have patients' medical 
records available to him at that time. (St. Ex. 6) 

16. Dr. Cox's answers to the Interrogatories also included the following response to the 
allegations that he had made inappropriate comments to Patient 2, in which he 
emphasized that he always had a female chaperone present whenever this patient was not 
fully dressed during an examination: 

I was shocked to learn that this patient had filed a complaint as I have 
taken excellent care of this patient and had performed all exams and 
procedures with a female chaperone present. I can recall only twice I 
entered the room to talk to the patient (while she was fully clothed) 
regarding a procedure without a chaperone present. She was always 
anxious, jumpy, and always complained of pain. I always reassured her 
that I would use plenty of local anesthesia. 

While talking with [Union Hospital management], they said [Patient 2] 
produced a video on her cellphone. I never saw the video. The video 
could not have recorded anything untoward because I did not do anything 
inappropriate. 

(St. Ex. 6 at ?)(Emphasis in original) 

Deposition of Dr. Cox on September 18, 2019 at the Board's Office 

17. Following Dr. Cox's submission of his answers to the Board's First Set of 
Interrogatories, Dr. Cox appeared at the Board's office on September 18, 2019 for a 
deposition, in which he was asked questions by Cheryl Pokorny, an enforcement attorney 
with the Board. (St. Ex. 5) 

18. In the deposition, Dr. Cox testified that when he was working for Union Physician 
Services, he had a chaperone in the room any time he examined a female patient: 

Q. Did you use chaperones? 
A . Yes. 
Q. Under what circumstances? 
A. Whenever I was performing an exam on a female patient. 
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Dr. Cox also stated in his deposition that it was his practice to check a box on his 
electronic medical record, to indicate that a chaperone was present during an exam, but 
he was not able to show that any of the records included that designation. (St. Ex. 5 at 
36-37) 

19. When he was pressed on whether he used a chaperone in every case or just in certain 
circumstances, Dr. Cox said that he did so "[p ]articularly for specific exams." (St. Ex. 5 
at 40) He explained that sometimes he was alone in a room with a patient, and that his 
medical assistant would "pop in and out of the room at times." . (St. Ex. 5 at 40) 
However, he maintained that his medical assistant was involved whenever a patient had 
to undress: 

[W]henever anything needed to be examined or unclothed or anything like 
that, I would always go out of the room, have the MA come in the room 
and talk to them to get everything set and then go out just because * * * it 
was kind of improper to have the MA do everything and undress the 
patient and then the first time you see a patient, or when you see the 
patient, they're unclothed, you know, or partially unclothed or this and 
that. 

* * * 
So with that, I would leave the room, have the MA come in, address the 
patient and then she would stay in the room until I came in with the MA 
already in the room to chaperone, examine the patient, and then I would 
leave. And then they would go clothe, and then I would come back to talk 
to the patient about what the examination entailed, fully clothed again. 

(St. Ex. 5 at 40-41) 

20. When he was specifically asked about Patient 2 at the deposition, Dr. Cox clarified his 
answers to the Interrogatories, explaining that he recalled two occasions when he spoke 
to Patient 2 in an exam room without a chaperone present, but that he had a chaperone 
present each time that he actually he examined her: 

Q. * * * [A]s I understand your answer here, you always had a chaperone 
present except for two times; is that correct? 
A. Yes. That's what it says. Yes. 
Q. It says twice? 
A. Yes. 
Q. That's the exact word you used, "twice." Now, was that two full 
examinations when there was no chaperone present? 
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A. No, no. I only said I can only recall I entered to talk to the patient. I 
didn't say-
Q. Twice. 
A. Twice. I didn't say to examine the patient, just to talk to that patient. 
Q. Okay. So every time - ifl understand this, and you correct me ifl'm 
wrong, sir. Every time you examined patient [2], a chaperone was 
present? 
A. Yes. 

(St. Ex. 5 at 46) 
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21. At the deposition, Dr. Cox was also directed to Question #3 8 in the Interrogatories, in 
which he attested that no employer had ever prohibited him from being alone in an exam 
room with a patient and/or mandated or required the presence of a chaperone when 
examining a patient. (St. Ex. 5 at 43 ; St. Ex. 6 at 24) In the deposition, Dr. Cox 
maintained that his answer was correct, although he acknowledged that Mr. Milligan of 
Union Hospital had made "a suggestion" that he have a female chaperone during every 
visit and examination, and further agreed to have staff available for him to be able to do 
that. 2 (St. Ex. 5 at 44) 

Patient l's Testimony 

22. Pursuant to OAC Rule 473 l-13-03(B), the hearing was closed to the public while Patient 
1 testified. 

23. Patient 1 was 35 years old when she had her first and only office visit with Dr. Cox. She 
testified that she is Native American, and that she goes to pow-wows, Native American 
gatherings with drumming, singing, and dancing. Patient 1 testified that Native 
Americans are very modest people, and that the women wear leg-coverings under their 
dresses when they dance. She explained that the leg coverings typically zip up in the 
back of the leg, but that she had made a pair with the zippers in the front. As she danced 
at a pow-wow on Father's Day weekend in 2017, the zipper on her leg covering rubbed 
against her shin and created a wound. The wound became infected by the July 4 th 

weekend, and Patient 1 saw her primary care doctor about it around that time. (Tr. at 
131-135, 152, 182-183; St. Ex. 1) 

24. Patient 1 testified that she is a Type I diabetic, so any wound on her legs or feet is of 
particular concern. She recalled that the wound on her shin was about the size of a dime 
when she saw her primary care physician in early July, and that he put her on antibiotics 
and referred her specifically to Dr. Cox, because Dr. Cox was a general surgeon who 

2 The Notice did not specifically charge Dr. Cox for failing to have a chaperone when he was required to have one. 
This evidence is cited for the purpose of demonstrating Dr. Cox's credibility and the differences between his sworn 
statements and the videos made by Patient 2. (St. Exs. 7a, 7b, 8a) 
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would know how to treat the wound. Patient 1 stated that by the time she had her 
appointment with Dr. Cox, the wound was a raised, infected red welt that was crusted 
over with pus, and that she was worried because it was not healing, and the antibiotics 
she was taking did not seem to be helping. She added that she had injured her legs and 
feet before, but had never had this kind of wound. (Tr. at 132-135; 148-149, 152) 

25. Patient 1 stated that she had never before had to see a general surgeon for wound 
concerns. She made an appointment to see Dr. Cox at a location that she believed was in 
his office at Union Hospital and waited a short time for her appointment. The patient was 
asked many questions about exactly where she saw Dr. Cox on the day of her 
appointment. She testified that it was at Regional Surgical Specialists, which she 
believed was Dr. Cox's office, and that it was within Union Hospital. (Tr. at 136, 147-
151) She also recalled that it was on "at least the second floor," because she could look 
down into the parking lot from the exam room window. (Tr. at 136) On cross
examination, Patient 1 said that she had seen other doctors in that hospital before, but that 
she had no knowledge of Dr. Cox before her appointment, and had not even Googled 
him. (Tr. at 150-151) She concluded, "I knew nothing of him." (Tr. at 152) 

26. Patient 1 saw Dr. Cox on July 17, 2017, and she testified that the office visit started out 
like any other visit to a doctor's office. She checked in at the office, showed her 
insurance card, and sat in a waiting area for a short time before she was called back to an 
exam room by a person that she assumed was a nurse, though she agreed later that it 
could have been a medical assistant. Patient 1 testified that once she was in the exam 
room, she showed the wound to the nurse or medical assistant and explained that she was 
an insulin-dependent diabetic with a wound that was not healing. (Tr. at 137-138; 145, 
153-154, 184) The patient testified, "I was there specifically for the wound on my shin." 
(Tr. at 154) Patient 1 recalled that the nurse or medical assistant took her blood pressure, 
temperature, and pulse, and may have also listened to her heart and lungs. She said that 
the individual then left the room, telling her that the doctor would be in shortly. (Tr. at 
137-138, 145, 153, 156, 158-159, 162-163, 183-184) 

27. Patient 1 testified that she waited 10 or 15 minutes in the exam room alone before Dr. 
Cox came in, and that "things kind of went haywire" after he entered the room. (Tr. at 
138) As she described what happened in the exam room, Patient 1 apologized for 
becoming nervous, explaining that her experience was "not easy to talk about." (Tr. at 
138) She then gave the following account of her appointment with Dr. Cox: 

When the Doctor came in he asked me to sit on the exam table. Yeah, the 
exam table thing, and I did. And I was either wearing shorts or, like I said, 
a long skirt, but it was easy to see the wound on my leg without having to 
disrobe. 
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I told him, you know, what had happened, how this happened. I was 
wearing leg coverings, I dance at powwows, I believe it rubbed a hole in 
my leg, and I was a Type 1 diabetic so I don't heal well. 

He then proceeded to ask me to stand up and walk across the room. I've 
never thought twice about that before. Again, I have back issues, I've had 
knee surgery on both knees, never thought twice about it. 

So I stood up and I started to walk towards the windows, which were 
open, the blinds were open, I distinctly remember that. And whenever I 
turned around to walk back, he was directly behind me, within an inch or 
two inches behind me, I could not move, I was now backed into a comer. 

He proceeded to lift up my tank top, my undershirt, and my bra in one fell 
swoop. I was frozen. There is not just fight or flight, there is freeze, and I 
froze. 

He then proceeded to touch my breasts and nipples as if my husband 
would. And again, I was frozen, and all I could do was look out the 
window and pray to God that somebody was -- would look up at me and 
see what he was doing to me and call the police, because I was too afraid 
to move. 

This went on for probably about a minute or two; it felt like it was about 
an hour. Then he walked back across the room, opened the door * * * 
[H]e then opened the door with me still exposed, and as he was standing in 
the open door he said I'd like to see you back in -- I can't remember if it 
was a month or six weeks, and then walked out the door. 

I eventually, after I comprehended what had just happened to me and was 
able to compose myself, pulled my shirt and bra down, proceeded to walk 
out of his office and straight toward the exit. 

His receptionist stopped me and said wait, wait, you need to make a 
follow-up appointment, he wants to see you back, and I said I'll call. I 
wanted to give no inclination that I was coming back, that I was calling 
the hospital to report him. 

I went straight to my vehicle, locked myself in and called my husband. 
Once I spoke to my husband at work, I called my mother and then I called 
the hospital to report him. And then I called my primary care physician so 
he would stop sending him more victims. 

(Tr. at 138-140) 

Page 11 
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28. When Patient 1 was asked to describe how Dr. Cox touched her breasts, she distinguished 
the incident from legitimate breast exams that she had had in the past, emphasizing that 
she had never had an experience with a physician like this before: 

Q. * * * [C]ould you please tell us exactly how he touched your breasts? 
A. He cupped them in his hand, and then decided to caress and massage 
them. I have had breast exams, and my doctors have never touched me in 
that way for that length of time, never. And I am 38 years old. I've been 
going to see gynecologists since I got my period, 18 years old, that's 30 
years of breast exams, and not one doctor touched me that way. 

(Tr. at 142-143) 

29. Patient 1 testified that Dr. Cox said "[n]ot a word" while he was touching her breasts. 
(Tr. at 143) She said that she looked out the window the whole time, adding, "I prayed 
that somebody would look up and see what he was doing to me." (Tr. at 141) Patient 1 
recalled that she did not look at Dr. Cox' s face during this incident, explaining, "I 
wouldn't look at him, just like I won't look at him now. I can't, it disgusts me. I was 
looking out the window the entire time." (Tr. at 143) 

30. Patient 1 clarified that after she initially showed Dr. Cox the wound on her leg, he asked 
her if she had sores anywhere else on her body. She testified that she told him she had 
had her husband check the night before, and that there were none. The patient testified 
that after asking her to walk across the room, Dr. Cox gave her no explanation for 
anything he did and said nothing more to her until he was at the door telling her that he 
wanted to see her back in a few weeks. She said he did not talk to her about a treatment 
plan or prescribe anything for her, and that no more antibiotics were prescribed for her 
until she saw her primary care doctor again. (Tr. at 143-144, 163) 

31. When she was presented with her medical record of that visit, Patient 1 acknowledged 
that the last two sentences of the note stated that she also complained of chest tightness, 
cough, and chest pain consistent with pneumonia, as well as sinusitis and hip pain: 

Date of Encount . r: 07/17/2017 02; 18 PM 

HlstorY of Pre:sen,t Idness ff'liml.1 a,.. HfJfJ1117/2011 OIJ..•.l9 PlfJ 

Pa ' nt words: Abscess left ,~ln, has had Ke6elc SOD mg for l 'l ~-

'The patient is a 35 yei.,t Old female who pr0$Mts wl_th sl<kl lew!'l$, Note for ''Skln lesiOfls":Patl ni 1 IS a 35-ye,a;-dd caoc.a.Si.m 
fei,,ale who h~ a one-wee!\ history of a 1@1\. shin 5k1n I ~ W1\ti mJlct ctllullUs. She states it hu!"tS W!l"f mucn. She was 
ola.c:ed on Kellex ror 14 days. TM f lltv wtletl1 she Obtain~ the antlbl0tle5 IS uf\known. She 11; ~ry concerned as she is an 
lnsulin•ck1)en<klnt diabetic paUent. She states the r~ Is gett!flg laroer. She also oompl ns of rnest 09~. c:o..,oh and 
chest p11m consl~ent wltJi a pneumonia. She al.so complains or sln!J$ltis ~ hip l)llln. 

(St. Ex. 1 at 1) 
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32. Patient 1 vehemently denied that she had ever complained of a cough, chest tightness, or 
symptoms of pneumonia during her appointment with Dr. Cox. (Tr. at 154-155) She 
stated that she had been given a pneumonia vaccine about eight years ago which she 
described as the "best vaccine [she] ever got," and that she had not even had bronchitis 
since that time.3 (Tr. at 155) She offered to produce records from her primary care doctor 
concerning her pneumonia vaccine. (Tr. at 154-155) The patient suggested that Dr. Cox 
might have added the chest tightness or pneumonia concern to her medical record, in case 
he had to provide some explanation for touching her as he did, but she maintained that 
she came to see him only for a consultation about her leg wound: 

I was there specifically for the wound on my shin. I believe that might 
have been added after the fact to justify what he did. That's my personal 
opm10n. 

(Tr. at 154) 

3 3. Although a later part of Dr. Cox's record noted that he had prescribed Diflucan for 
Patient 1 because she complained of a yeast infection, the patient insisted that she did not 
tell Dr. Cox she had a yeast infection. She stated that if she had that condition, she could 
have just called her ob/gyn or her primary care doctor, as she has done in the past, and 
that one of them would have called in a prescription for Diflucan for her. (Tr. at 157) 
She acknowledged that her patient record showed that Dr. Cox prescribed clindamycin 
and Diflucan for her, and she agreed that since she is a Type I diabetic, if the doctor knew 
anything about diabetes he would have expected that she would get a yeast infection 
while taking antibiotics, but she testified that she was never made aware that he had 
prescribed anything for her. (Tr. at 167-169; St. Ex. 1) Patient 1 maintained, "I never 
received prescriptions from him. * * * But if he called anything in, I did not pick it up 
because I wanted nothing to do with him." (Tr. at 167-168) 

34. Patient 1 testified that she reported the assault to the hospital immediately, as soon as she 
got to her car and before she had even left the hospital's parking lot: 

I never made a follow up appointment. I left immediately, called my husband and 
my mother, then my PCP to report him, and then the hospital to report him. 

* * * 
I made that call before ever leaving the parking lot of his office. I then 
proceeded to call back two weeks later because I still hadn't been -- heard 
back from the person that I reported it to. 

3 Although the transcript indicates that Patient 1 said the pneumonia vaccine was the "first vaccine" she ever got, the 
hearing examiner recalls that she said it was the "best vaccine" she ever got. (Tr. at 155) 
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They were going to, quote, look into it, and then call me back. I hadn't 
heard back so I followed up and called back, because I did not want him to 
be able to do this to anyone else. 

I kept thinking about my 78 year old mother and my 13 year old daughter, 
and I didn't want anyone like him to be able to harm someone else. 

(Tr. at 169-170) 
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When she was asked specifically what she reported, Patient 1 responded, "Exactly what I 
have just stated to you that he did." (Tr. at 169) 

35. Patient 1 maintained on cross-examination that Dr. Cox did not conduct a physical exam 
of her while she was sitting on the examination table. She said that he did not have her 
lie back so that he could check her abdomen, and he did not tell her that he would have to 
look at other parts of her body to check if she had lesions elsewhere. Patient 1 stated that 
she was accustomed to having physicians observe her gait, but that the other doctors had 
remained seated while doing so, and did not follow her. (Tr. at 159-164) She related the 
following about what happened during this office visit, in terms of the examination of the 
wound on her leg: 

He asked where the wound was. If he glanced down and looked at it, 
that's about as much as he did. And then he asked me to stand up and 
walk across the room, and then that's when the assault happened. 

(Tr. at 162) 

36. During cross-examination, Patient I was asked about the description of her allegation that 
appeared in the May 16, 2018 letter by Kevin Milligan, the Director of Union Physician 
Services. That letter described Patient 1 's allegations as follow: 

The complaint occurred on July 17, 2017. This complaint was of an 
inappropriate examination by Dr. Cox. During an interview with the 
patient, she alleged seeing Dr. Cox for a wound on the lower extremity 
which then progressed into a disrobing of her top and an examination of 
her breasts . After completion of the initial interviews with all parties, 
multiple attempts were made to contact the patient to review some 
discrepancies that were discovered during the investigation. Those 
attempts were unsuccessful and we had no future contact with the patient. 

(St. Ex. 4 at 2) 

3 7. On cross-examination, Patient 1 testified that Mr. Milligan' s letter did not accurately 
describe what she reported to the hospital: 
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Q. * * * [T]he report here says that your allegation was -- let me find the 
right sentence -- "During an interview with the patient she alleged seeing 
Cox for a wound on her lower extremity, which then progressed into a 
disrobing of her top and an examination of her breasts." 
A. I never used the word examination. 
Q. When you reported this to the hospital, did you tell them that he had 
pulled up your bra and fondled your breasts? 
A . Yes, I absolutely did. 

(Tr. at 173) 
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38. Patient 1 was also cross-examined about the allegation reported during Dr. Cox's 
deposition that he had merely looked at her breasts, but she maintained that that was 
inaccurate, and that her report had been consistent since it was first made: 

Q. Patient 1, when Dr. Cox was questioned by the Medical Board during 
this investigation, they made it very clear that the allegation was that you 
had complained that Dr. Cox had looked at your breasts. Is that what your 
original complaint was? 
A. That is untrue. He did not just look at them, he exposed me, he touched 
me inappropriately, exactly as I've said for the last three years, * * * as I 
originally reported. He touched me inappropriately. I never said he just 
looked at me. Why would I -- anyway, even if that was just the case, let's 
play devil's advocate, what right does he have to disrobe me and even look 
at me? I was there for a wound on my lower extremity, not on my breast. 
And no, he didn't just look, to answer your question, he fondled me, he 
molested me. 

(Tr. at 173-174) 

39. On cross-examination, Patient 1 was also asked about the statement in Mr. Milligan's 
letter that the hospital had attempted to contact her after her report, but was not able to 
reach her. In response, Patient 1 testified that she was never contacted by anyone at the 
hospital about this investigation, even though she called about two weeks after she made 
her report to check if anything was being done about it. (Tr. at 170-172; St. Ex. 4 at 2) 
She stated, however, that the hospital did contact her about her bill for that appointment, 
but that she told them, "I'm not paying to be molested." (Tr. at 171) 

40. Upon being told that the letter from Mr. Milligan was dated May 16, 2018, Patient 1 
stated that she had just moved to a new house in May 2018, but that she had a forwarding 
order on her mail, and her phone number remained the same. The patient testified that 
she would have spoken to someone about the investigation if they had contacted her, and 
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she added that the hospital apparently knew how to reach her because the billing 
department had contacted her about her account. (Tr. at 171-174, 185) She concluded: 

I had the same phone number for a decade, I lived at the same address for 
five years, and I put in a forward with the post office. My husband is a 
supervisor at the post office, I know to have my mail forwarded. No one 
ever made any attempts to contact me. I would have gladly spoke to them 
and let them know what was going on. 

(Tr. at 171) 

41. On cross-examination, Patient 1 reiterated that she did not know Dr. Cox before she made 
her appointment with him, and she knew of no one else who had ever seen him as a 
patient. (Tr. at 174) She was directed to the other name on the Patient Key and asked, 
"[H]ow long have you known that person?" but she responded, "I don' t know that person. 
***I have no knowledge of who this person is." (Tr. at 175) When counsel suggested 
that she lived very close to the other patient named on the Patient Key, Patient 1 stated 
that at the time she made her complaint in 2017, she lived in Uhrichsville, about 30 
minutes away. She emphasized that it was only during the week before the hearing, 
when she received the Patient Key, that she learned there was a second patient involved 
in this case. (Tr. at 174-176) 

42. Patient 1 also stated that she had never filed any lawsuit or threatened to sue Dr. Cox in 
the time since July 2017 when she had her first and only appointment with him. She 
testified that she had never before complained about any physician or any other licensed 
professional, offering, "Never. I had no reason to before this." (Tr. at 184-185) 

43 . Patient 1 was also cross-examined about whether Dr. Cox's race could have had any 
bearing on her perceptions of him. In Dr. Cox' s testimony, he described his ethnicity as 
African-American, and although Patient 1 testified that she thought Dr. Cox was "more 
Egyptian than Black," Dr. Cox confirmed in his own testimony that he was not Egyptian. 
(Tr. at 176-177, 350-351) 

44. When Patient 1 was asked if she had ever been examined by a Black physician before, 
she testified that she had, though she initially could not remember the names of any 
doctors. She explained that as a Type I diabetic, she had seen many specialists over the 
years. She then recalled that she had seen Dr. Romero, a physician in Canton, as her 
gynecologist from the time she was a child until she was 18 years old, when she stopped 
seeing him after 10 or 15 years because she was no longer covered by her parents' 
insurance. (Tr. at 17 6-177, 185-186) Although she identified Dr. Romero as an example 
of a non-Caucasian physician who had treated her, she also added that she was "not sure 
if he 's black or Egyptian or [M]iddle [E]astern." (Tr. at 186) Patient 1 testified, "[T]his 
is not a race issue. I'm Native American, I'm not even white. My nieces and nephews 
are half black and half Native American." (Tr. at 177) 
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45. On redirect examination, the Assistant Attorney General asked Patient 1 how this 
incident has affected her. In response, she testified about the many ways that this event 
changed how she views doctors, and how it has caused anxiety about many aspects of 
everyday life: 

I have trust issues, serious trust issues now. I grew up in the '80s and '90s. 
I'm an '80s baby and we were taught vehemently there are three types of 
people you can trust; you can trust your teachers, your doctors, and the 
police. 

I had to sit my children down, who were 11 and 12 at the time, and tell 
them you can't trust everybody. People have to earn your trust, it's not just 
given, and that includes doctors. I don't leave the house at night alone. 
I'm terrified. I look over my shoulder all the time. I'm afraid of retaliation 
for coming forward, for reporting him. 

I'm terrified because my address is public knowledge. And I have no trust, 
but that doesn't stop a monster. If somebody is that arrogant to assault you 
in an exam room, what are they going to do to keep me quiet. 

I'm now in counseling and intensive trauma therapy, two hour sessions 
once a week, to try to get past what he did to me, to try to learn how to 
trust again, to learn how to try not to be afraid every minute of the day. 

My doors are locked and dead bolted, and I have chain latches on then. I 
don't answer the door for anybody. My husband, I won't unlock it even if 
it's him because I'm afraid somebody might be behind a bush that he didn't 
see walking up the driveway. 

It's caused issues in my marriage. My husband and I have been married 
for going on eight years. We separated and almost divorced this past 
January and February. We're doing wonderful now, but I still have trust 
issues, and that causes issues in our marriage. 

I don't trust doctors. If a nurse is not able to sit in the room during my 
exam, I will not go. And it's very hard with COVID, they don't want to let 
anybody in the exam room with you. I usually schedule an appointment to 
where my husband is off work and can attend with me, and a lot of the 
doctors won't let him in. 

Just this past July I had uterine fibroids removed * * * And after I woke up 
from the surgery I was in tears, and I asked my husband if he was sure the 
doctor didn't assault me, because I hurt because they removed them 
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vaginally. And that question never left my mouth before that, before this 
incident, before what he did, and I didn't know what could have happened 
because I was unconscious. 

I knew that nothing happened because I trusted this doctor, he's a standup 
guy. He's also out of Union Hospital. He's a phenomenal gynecologist. He 
saved my life. I was anemic due to the bleeding, and for a split second I 
actually questioned what happened, and my husband faithfully reassured 
me, no, you know this doctor, he's a good man, you know he wouldn't do 
anything like that. You're right, he wouldn't, I know he didn't. He had 
nurses in the room with him at all times. That's the kind of thing that 
enters your mind whenever your trust has been violated like that, and 
somebody has violated your body that you're supposed to be able to trust. 

I don't even go to the grocery store alone. I cannot -- I can't leave the 
house. My husband is here with me today even at my parents' house 
because I couldn't make the hour long drive down. I might have to stop 
for gas, I might have to stop for a soda. And I can't go in public alone 
now because I'm always looking over my shoulder for him. So it has 
devastated my life, absolutely devastated my life. 

(Tr. at 178-181) 

Dr. Cox's Account of Interaction with Patient 1 
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46. In his testimony, Dr. Cox insisted that he did not touch Patient 1 ' s breasts, and that the 
patient's testimony was "totally untrue." (Tr. at 449) Dr. Cox agreed that he had seen 
Patient 1 for one appointment on July 17, 2017 at his office at Regional Surgical 
Specialists, and that he authored the note describing her "History of Present Illness" on 
July 17, 2017 at 8:29 p.m. (Tr. at 113-114, 401; St. Ex. 1 at 1) He recalled that this 
patient had a wound on her left shin and that she had been taking Keflex, an antibiotic, to 
treat it, but that she had mild cellulitis, an infection of the subcutaneous tissue around the 
wound. Dr. Cox also agreed that a wound on a diabetic patient's leg was of concern, 
because diabetes suppresses the immune system and makes a patient susceptible to 
almost all disease conditions, including cellulitis and neuropathy. (Tr. at 113-119) 

47. Dr. Cox testified that he went into the exam room, sat down, and talked with Patient 1 to 
take her history and physical before examining her. He said that it was customary for his 
medical assistant, Marion Rupert, to be in the room, but that she might leave to go do 
something else, and then return back to the room later. Since the exam of the wound on 
the patient's lower leg was not an "intimate examination," he stated that the medical 
assistant would not necessarily have been there. Dr. Cox recalled looking at the wound 
on Patient I's leg, but finding that there was no evidence of fluctuance or abscess, and 
concluding that it was an infected sebaceous cyst. Because of the fact that this patient 
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was an insulin-dependent diabetic, Dr. Cox explained that he changed her antibiotic to 
one that would be effective in the event that this was a MRSA infection, and wrote her a 
prescription for three Diflucan pills, because he said that she also complained of a yeast 
infection. (Tr. at 120-121, 375-376) 

48. Dr. Cox entered the following note describing Patient l's wound in the Musculoskeletal 
section of the record: 

She fHs a I . 4 a,, x t .Z en ~ JraJ on her left ill1te,ic,r rn'd sltJrt. There is no endence ol fludvance or 
., ~ - T1DP l!i a any sac .Jt the 1rr. shin sJ<in .lesiai sudace. Them~ no otJier- oo~roos s"1n k!:slO'ls on her 
~ rrlN,cx He- ¥1(f/a<JJ tte"lli)/S() C'1c!Cb!d. Sl'<!h.ls ~alcl=on fw!r-bi,(;i<-'fldm her ldt 
(JIPl!"'d~>ltrt:s 

(St. Ex. 1 at 3) 

49. At the hearing, Dr. Cox testified that he checked this patient's neck, face, and upper back 
for other lesions, to determine whether the wound could be a sign of something systemic, 
but found none. He explained that he suspected this wound might be from a tick or 
mosquito bite, or even a spider bite, and he wanted to check if she had any similar 
wounds elsewhere on her skin. Dr. Cox added that sebaceous cysts often occur on the 
upper back, and that diabetic patients sometimes can't feel things on their backs. (Tr. at 
122, 378-380) When he was asked how he accessed the patient's upper back, he stated, "I 
probably just peeked into it, probably just peeked into it in the shirt you just-" (Tr. at 
122) Dr. Cox stated that during the summer months, patients usually came in in a tank 
top or a "spaghetti strap" top that would allow him to look at the back without removing 
their clothing, and that if he needed to move the clothing to look at a part of the back that 
was not exposed, he would have told the patient that he was doing this so that he could do 
a skin exam. He added that if the patient told him she was uncomfortable or did not want 
him to do that, he would not do it. He also testified that he would not have had a 
chaperone present for this type of skin exam because the patient would not have had to 
remove her bra, so it is not an intimate exam. (Tr. at 380-382) 

50. Dr. Cox testified that he also did a chest and lung exam, and listened to the patient's 
heartbeat, recalling that she complained of sinusitis, chest pain, and a cough consistent 
with pneumonia. (Tr. at 121 , 373-377) When he was asked why a patient would tell a 
general surgeon about those kinds of conditions, Dr. Cox explained: 

[S]ometimes they kind of tell you everything that's going on. You know, I 
don't like to interrupt and be rude and cut them short, so I usually let them 
get everything out and then I try to generally redirect them towards a 
surgical issue. 

(Tr. at 374) 
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51. Referring to the medical record of Patient 1 's single office visit, Dr. Cox explained that 
the sections that were completed between 2:27 and 2:56 p.m. that day, including 
"Allergies," "Past Medical History," "Family History," "Social History," "Past Surgical," 
"Review of Symptoms," and "Vitals" were completed by his medical assistant, Ms. 
Rupert. Those sections indicate Ms. Rupert's name next to the headings. He stated that 
he would have completed the sections with his name listed next to the headings, which 
indicate that they were completed around 8:30 p.m. that evening. (Tr. at 117-118, 367-
371; St. Ex. 1) Those sections include, "History of Present Illness," and "Medication 
History," as well as the narrative under the "Current Plans" heading which noted that he 
was prescribing clindamycin as well as Diflucan for Patient 1, even though the wound 
appeared benign, because the patient was anxious about it: 

Ccllulltls of loft low r lCltemity (LOJ,116) 
Cvm:nc Plao:i : 

The lesion app .:irs to very benlgO. H ver due to the pa 
days . She also requ t d Dinua1n for 3 days fcx a I 
on week. .. 

Thunk YO\J for i1i low1ng to il!.S«S! ,n the c.a of patient. 

cc Dr. l\hm 'd 

(St. Ex. 1 at 4; 382-383) 
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52. When Dr. Cox was asked what he recalled about the Patient 1 's anxiety, he said he could 
not recall very much, but that he found her "odd" and "jumpy": 

Q: * * * What do you recall, if anything, about the patient's anxiousness? 
A. I don't recall very much about the patient's anxiousness. You know, I'm 
trying to think. She appeared to be, I'd probably say this, odd or anxious, 
that's all I got, jumpy. I'm not -- you know, I can't recall any stronger 
details than that. 

(Tr. at 383) 

He offered, however, that Patient 1 was probably anxious because she had a rash that was 
still present after a 14-day course of Keflex, and that it was not uncommon for patients to 
worry that their family doctor was not adequately treating such a wound and to want an 
expert to confirm that it was nothing serious. (Tr. at 383-384) 

53. Dr. Cox testified that his note that the patient complained of a yeast infection was 
"definitely not" something that he could have put into the record in error. (Tr. at 384) As 
for the patient's suggestion that he added the symptoms of cough, chest pain, and 
pneumonia after he was accused of impropriety, Dr. Cox testified that the AllScripts 
system he uses for his electronic medical records indicates the time that the data was 
entered, and that it cannot be changed once that data is recorded. He emphasized, "[T]hat 
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data is final. That's an EMR. Once you hit that final button, you can't change. And any 
change in time, any input of any information, you would have to write an addendum." 
(Tr. at 392) Dr. Cox explained that he usually enters the information onto patients' charts 
either at the end of the office visit, or when he catches up at the end of the day. In this 
case, he said that the patient record in this case showed that he entered Patient 1 's 
information onto her chart around 8:29 p.m. that evening. (Tr. at 389-391) 

54. On cross-examination, Dr. Cox was directed to the notes by Ms. Rupert, which indicated 
that respiratory symptoms such as cough, difficulty breathing and wheezing, were "not 
present," and that cardiovascular symptoms such as chest pain or shortness of breath were 
also "not present:" 

(St. Ex. 1 at 2) 

55. Dr. Cox acknowledged that Ms. Rupert' s notes did not indicate any concerns about 
symptoms related to pneumonia and that she would have gathered her information 
directly from speaking with the patient. On redirect exam, however, he pointed out that 
Ms. Rupert had entered "not present" for all of the symptom categories in the entry 
above, even the ones concerning "Skin," which included "Poor wound healing, Rash, * * 
* [and] Suspicious lesions." He explained that this led him to believe that Ms. Rupert 
had failed to report several symptoms that even Patient 1 agreed she disclosed. (Tr. at 
440-442, 445-447; St. Ex. 1 at 2) 

56. Dr. Cox disputes Patient 1 's claim that he asked her to walk across the room, saying that 
he could not think of a purpose that he would have asked her to do that. He also denies 
ever examining the patient ' s breasts at all, agreeing that this was not a question of 
whether he had done a legitimate breast exam. (Tr. at 125, 384-385) Dr. Cox 
summarized the extent of his exam of Patient 1 as follows: 

I did not touch her in any way other than a routine medical examination. 
* * * As my physical exam states, I touched her upper extremities and 
lower extremities. I examined -- I listened to her heart and lungs, I 
examined her shoulders, I examined her upper back, I examined her neck. 

(Tr. at 126) 
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57. Dr. Cox vehemently denies ever backing Patient 1 against the wall, pushing up her shirt, 
or fondling her breasts. He testified that he never touched Patient l's breasts at all, and 
that he "definitely [ did] not" leave her in the exam room with her shirt pulled up above 
her breasts. (Tr. at 124-125, 385-386) Dr. Cox was asked what he thought when he 
listened to Patient 1 testify, accusing him of doing this: 

Q. What did you think when Patient No. 1 said during the testimony 
yesterday that you had her walk across the room and that you approached 
her, and when she turned around that you pulled up her blouse and pulled 
up her bra above her breasts, and then you cupped her breasts and fondled 
her breasts? What did you think when she said that? 
A. I thought that was preposterous, totally ridiculous. I thought it was 
reprehensible and totally untrue. I mean, you know, I was disgusted by it, 
to be honest with you. 

(Tr. at 385) 

58. Dr. Cox recalled that he first learned of Patient l's allegations when Mr. Milligan 
approached him about it as he came out of a surgery, which he estimated was probably a 
couple of months after Patient l's office visit. (Tr. at 386, 391-392) He recalled the 
following interaction, which he said ended with Mr. Milligan agreeing that it was 
"probably nothing:" 

Well, it was quite odd, actually. I was coming out of a surgery and I just 
got finished dictating the operative case and I was going to talk to [a] 
patient's family in Union Hospital. So I came out of the postoperative area 
and there's this back hall that has some service elevators, and it's right in 
front of the OR staffroom, and I'm heading towards the patient 
consultation room, and he comes around the corner and he's like oh, Dr. 
Cox, I got a complaint about this one patient, and she says -- you know, 
complaints about me being inappropriate and fondling her breasts or 
whatever he said, I don't recall the details, and I was kind of flabbergasted, 
and my expressions were kind of like just like now, just like what are you 
talking about? I mean, whoa, you know. 

And I was kind of like I'm in front of service elevators and then there's 
rooms here, and then I'm going here and whoever could be walking by and 
what are you talking about. And he's like well, okay, it's probably nothing. 
It's not something -- don't wotTy about it, don't wotTy about it. 

And then he left and I was like okay, that was really crazy. And I just 
went on to talk to the patient's consultation that I was going to, and that 
was the last, that was the end of it. 
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59. Dr. Cox said that after that encounter with Mr. Milligan, he was never again called in by 
his employer to answer questions about Patient 1 's accusation, and he never had a 
hearing with his management about the incident. He maintained that no one at Union 
Hospital ever asked him to address Patient 1 's allegations after that time, and he pointed 
out that Mr. Milligan' s May 16, 2018 letter stated that the hospital made multiple 
attempts to contact Patient 1 to ask her about discrepancies in the allegations, but was not 
able to reach her after that. (Tr. at 387-389; St. Ex. 4 at 2) 

Evidence About Arthroscopic Knee Surgery June 2, 2017 

60. In the presentation of his case, Dr. Cox testified that he would not have been physically 
capable of assaulting Patient 1 as she alleged because he had had knee surgery shortly 
before the incident, and would have still been using a crntch on July 17, 2017. He 
recounted that in the spring of 2017, he found that he was having intermittent pain in his 
left knee. He saw an orthopedic surgeon and had an MRI, which showed osteophyte 
damage, and he said that his orthopedist suspected a tom meniscus. Dr. Cox presented an 
operative report documenting an arthroscopic knee surgery on June 2, 2017, which 
required him to be off work for about 1 ½ weeks, followed by physical therapy for 
several weeks after that. In addition, Dr. Cox testified that he had to use a crutch to walk 
for some time after that. (Tr. at 392-395, 398-400, 431-432; Resp. Ex. A) 

61. Dr. Cox described being limited in his activities for a period of time after his knee 
surgery, and he explained the diagnoses that his orthopedist made as a result of the 
surgery: 

He said there were some micro fractures of the bone, there were some 
significant meniscus tears present, and he said there was quite a bit of 
inflammation there. He had to remove the meniscus that was floating, he 
had to shave off and remove portions of the cartilage that were partially 
tom, and he had to shave some areas down. He said he got all the way 
down to the bone. 

So he said I couldn't do any running sports, couldn't do any leg lifting, no 
squats, no knee extensions, no lifting, basketball was out. I think all he 
said I could do was bicycling and swimming, is what he contained me to. 
So he said it would take some time to heal, and I would have considerable 
swelling given how much he had to repair at that time. 

(Tr. at 449-450) 

62. On the medical records that Dr. Cox offered into evidence, however, the "Post-Operative 
Diagnosis" section stated that there was "No definitive medial meniscal tear," and the 
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"Operative Findings" section stated that there was no evidence of meniscal detachment, 
tear, or even softening: 
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(Resp. Ex. A at 9) 

63. Dr. Cox testified that July 17, 201 7 was a Monday when he had just gone back to his 
office schedule, and that on that date, he was still on crutches with his leg bandaged. (Tr. 
at 398-399) He maintained that it would not have been possible for him to push Patient 1 
against the wall, lift her shirt, and grope her breasts, explaining, "I would have been in 
too much pain for that. " (Tr. at 400) 

64. To prove his assertion that he used a crutch during the time when Patient 1 alleges that he 
assaulted her, Dr. Cox introduced photos of him with his family in the summer of 2017, 
in which he has a crutch under one arm. 4 He testified that the photos were from a family 
trip to Chicago during the week of July 12-16, 2017, except for a picture of him with his 
mother, which he said was taken around July 4, 2017, when his mother had come to visit. 
(Tr. at 395-398; Resp. Ex. G) 

65. On cross-examination, Dr. Cox agreed that the records of his knee surgery indicated that 
he had a follow-up visit with his orthopedist on June 14, 2017, and that the 
recommendation on that date was for him to continue using the crutch due to the 
microfracture, and to return for another appointment in three weeks, or sooner if 
problems developed. Dr. Cox acknowledged that he was supposed to return for a follow
up visit around July 5, 2017, but that there was no record to show that he had seen the 
doctor again, nor any record to show his condition by that time. (Tr. at 431-433; Resp. 
Ex. A at 11) 

66. Dr. Cox explained that he did not return for his follow-up visit, but that the orthopedist 
instead examined his knee while they were both working at the hospital, so that he would 
not have to take time off from work to be seen: 

4 Dr. Cox redacted his children's faces from the pictures to preserve their privacy, before offering them into 
evidence. (Resp. Ex. G) 
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I would see Dr. Kuczynski three times a week in the OR, so just kind of 
saw me -- curb-sided me in one of the postoperative rooms, the beds, and 
just took a quick look at my knee. 

He would see me about two or three times a week because he operated 
about three times a week. So I operated about two times a week, two-and
a-half, three times a week, so, you know, we operated on the same days, 
so he would see me hobbling around, say let me take a look at it. 

So I didn't need to take time off of work to go to his office which was, you 
know, a mile, mile-and-a-half from the hospital to see him, when I saw 
him several times a week. 

(Tr. at 433) 
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67. Dr. Cox admitted on cross-examination that he was still performing surgeries during the 
time when he contends that he was not physically able to assault Patient 1 because he was 
using a crutch. (Tr. at 437) He also acknowledged that the photos he presented as 
evidence have no dates to show when they were taken, but he offered, "I still have them 
on my camera, so if you truly wanted them I could show you, and on my camera they are 
timed." (Tr. at 434; Resp. Ex. G) 

68. Also on cross-examination, Dr. Cox was asked why he did not bring up this defense 
during his deposition with the Board on September 18, 2019. He agreed that he knew 
that he was going to be asked specifically about Patient l's accusation when he went to 
the deposition, because by that time he had already answered the Board's interrogatories. 
In addition, Dr. Cox agreed that he admitted in his interrogatories that as a result of this 
incident and Patient 2's allegations, he elected to resign from the hospital and take a lump 
sum payment rather than litigate a wrongful termination suit with the hospital. He 
acknowledged that, neither in his Board deposition nor in his negotiations with the 
hospital concerning his resignation over this incident had he ever asserted that he could 
not have assaulted Patient 1 because he was not physically able to. (Tr. at 434-438, 449, 
St. Ex. 5) Dr. Cox stated that by the time he had his Board deposition, he was no longer 
employed by Union hospital and therefore he did not have access to Patient 1 or Patient 
2's medical records, but had to explain himself, "on the fly with the camera running." 
(Tr. at 451) 

69. Dr. Cox testified that he did not remember that he was recovering from surgery during 
the time of Patient l's accusation, until his wife pointed it out to him shortly before the 
hearing, but he nonetheless agreed that he was able to work in the operating room on July 
17, 2017: 

Q. So you agree you were going to be terminated over this incident and 
the other incident with Patient 2 if you didn't resign, right? 
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A. Yes, that's what it indicates there. 
Q. Okay. And at no time did you say to the hospital wait, that couldn't 
have happened because I was on crutches, right? 
A. Well, it's actually -- I did not remember the case at the level of the 
deposition. If you recall , I did not recall the visit very well, I only had my 
records to recall the visit. So I did not recall that. It was actually -- I 
didn't think about it because I didn't remember what was happening at the 
time. 
But to be honest with you, it was actually my wife that mentioned that you 
were on crutches at the time and your knee was wrapped and you would 
come home complaining of how your knee was, and putting the leg up 
because your left foot and ankle would be so swollen, so it seems like you 
were still on crutches at the time, how could you possibly do -" 
Q. And yet you just testified that you were performing surgeries, right, 
because you would run into the other doctor and get curbside consults, so 
you were still able to perform surgeries, right? 
A. That is correct. That is correct. 
Q. So you were still able to walk across a room, right? 
A. With crutches, yes. 
Q. On July 17th? 
A. Yes. 

(Tr. at 436-437) 
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70. Finally, Dr. Cox testified that he could not think of any reason that Patient 1 would make 
false allegations against him: 

Q. Concerning Patient 1, can you think of any reason that this patient 
would fabricate something that is totally untruthful against you? 
A. I really can't. You know, I can't. I mean, the scenario that she's 
proposing is preposterous, and just totally untrue. I mean, I can't conceive 
of why or how she would think that, you know -- you know, she could get 
away with this, so no. 

(Tr. at 449) 

Patient 2 

71. Patient 2 is a woman who was 27 years old at the time of the hearing. She testified that 
she is a Medical Assistant, and that she worked as an MA for a family physician ' s 
practice that was located in one of the office buildings at Union Hospital, but fairly 
distant from the hospital itself, from August 2016 until November 2019. At the time of 
the hearing, she was employed as an MA for a different medical practice. (Tr. at 209-
213, 230-231) 
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72. Patient 2 testified that in 2017, she began getting large abscesses in her armpit that the 
physician assistant ("PA") at the practice where she was employed believed could be the 
result of a MSRA infection. She said that she had the abscesses cut open and drained 
several times, but that they kept recurring, so eventually, she was referred to Dr. Cox 
because he was a general surgeon. Patient 2 said that before she had a medical 
appointment with Dr. Cox, she had never met him and had not encountered him in her 
work at Union Hospital. She testified that she believed she would get good care with Dr. 
Cox, because Sandra Agnes, the Certified Nurse Practitioner ("CNP") at the office where 
she worked, had referred her to him.5 (Tr. at 212-213, 225-226, 231, 246, 272) 

73. In his testimony, Dr. Cox agreed that he saw Patient 2 at his office at Regional Surgical 
Specialists on December 4, 2017, and that he treated her for multiple right axillary 
abscesses. Recalling the history of her case, Dr. Cox testified that, before that date, 
Patient 2 had had an initial operative procedure to treat the abscesses on October 27, 2017 
by one of his practice partners, Dr. Kehl. Three days later, Patient 2's family doctor, Dr. 
Singham, performed a lancing and excision procedure on the abscesses on October 30, 
2017. Patient 2 presented to the Emergency Department three days later on November 2, 
2017 with a recurrence of the condition. Dr. Cox testified that he first saw Patient 2 in 
the hospital at that time and treated her with antibiotics, explaining that he held off on 
another surgery because the patient did not want another procedure unless it was 
necessary. By the following day, however, her condition had not improved, and Dr. Cox 
performed his first operative procedure on her on November 3, 2017. (Tr. at 63-70, 405-
406; St. Ex. 2A) 

74. Despite the surgery, the abscesses in Patient 2's underarm came back. In a December 4, 
2017 visit with the Sandra Agnes, the CNP at her doctor's office, it was noted that the 
abscesses had returned, and the patient reported having experienced fatigue, weight loss, 
and chills since two days before the visit. (Tr. at 61-64; St. Ex. 2A at 1-3) The CNP's 
note indicates that after a discussion with "KML," presumably a collaborating physician, 
there was agreement that Patient 2 should have antibiotic therapy and that she should be 
referred to Dr. Cox. (St. Ex. 2A at 3) The note emphasized the urgency of her condition: 
"Will have Carol call over see if he can see her today. , will see Dr. Cox today." (St. Ex. 
2A at 3) Dr. Cox testified that Patient 2 ultimately needed another excision and 
debridement surgery, which he performed on this patient on December 6, 2017. (Tr. at 
63-70; St. Ex. 2A) 

75. Dr. Cox recalled that Patient 2 was having recurrent abscesses that were infected by 
MRSA, which he agreed was a serious condition. He explained that even though the 
antibiotics she took as an outpatient did not effectively resolve the condition, the 

5 Patient 2 at times referred to Ms. Agnes as a PA, even though the patient records indicate that she was a CNP. (Tr. 
at 226-227; St. Ex. 2A at 1) 
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antibiotics that she received in the hospital should have resolved it. Dr. Cox testified that 
despite Patient 2's prior treatments, the abscesses kept getting infected, and he ultimately 
had to perform two surgeries on her to clean and debride the abscesses, and that he saw 
her for 5 or 6 follow-up visits to evaluate the wounds after surgery. (Tr. at 66-70) 

Video-recording of Office Visits 

76. Patient 2 testified that during her follow-up office visits with Dr. Cox, she began to feel 
uncomfortable with some of the things that he said to her, because they seemed 
flirtatious. She decided to make video-recordings of her office visits, and ultimately 
recorded two of those visits using her iPhone. (Tr. at 213-214, 217, 247; St. Exs. 7 A, 7B) 
Although the recordings are not dated, Patient 2 testified that they were of her visits with 
Dr. Cox at the Regional Surgical Specialists office towards the end of her treatment with 
him. Patient 2 testified that the office visits she recorded occurred in or about the middle 
of the day, during a time when other employees and patients would have been in the 
office, but she said that no one else was present with her in the room when Dr. Cox 
examined her. Both Dr. Cox and Patient 2 testified that they are the people shown in the 
videos. (Tr. at 94-96, 216,221, 231-233) 

77. In her testimony, Patient 2 explained why she decided to make video-recordings of the 
visits: 

Well, first of all, I'm a medical assistant, so I am under the care of doctors 
all day, and I didn't want to make a big deal of something if it wasn't really 
anything, and if I did say something because I wanted to make sure that 
other patients weren't getting treated the way that I was, I didn't want him, 
with the power of being a doctor, to be able to say that I had done 
something or that I had brought it on to myself, so I was trying to protect 
myself. Plus I worked for Union at the time, so I didn't know if it would 
[a]ffect my job or anything like that. 

* * * 
[H]e was making comments to me and making me feel very 
uncomfortable, and I didn't know if I was just -- if he was just being 
overly friendly or if it was, you know, more than that, so I just wanted to 
make sure. 

(Tr. at 213-214) 

78. Patient 2 testified that she saw Dr. Cox for the last time on or about December 19, 2017, 
when he debrided her underarm abscesses. She stated that she brought her boyfriend 
along to that visit, and that he was in the room during her final treatment. On cross
examination, Patient 2 agreed that nothing prevented her from bringing someone along 
with her to earlier visits with Dr. Cox, but she explained that her boyfriend, her mom, and 
her stepdad all had full-time jobs and could not simply take time off work to accompany 
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her to each of her appointments. (Tr. at 234, 236-237, 270) She concluded, "[F]or me to 
put them out to make them come with me to a doctor's appointment didn't seem right. 
Seeing how I was a patient and he was a doctor, I thought that I would be safe." (Tr. at 
236) 

79. Patient 2 testified that about a week elapsed between the time she made the first video 
and the time that she made the second one, and she acknowledged that in that time, she 
did not complain to anyone at Dr. Cox's office about his conduct. She testified that she 
first voiced her concerns about Dr. Cox' s conduct to Sandra Agnes, the CNP that she saw 
at her family doctor's office. Patient 2 said that Ms. Agnes then relayed her own concern 
about it to their office manager, who notified Kevin Milligan at Union Hospital. She 
recalled that she was later called to a meeting with Mr. Milligan, and at his request, she 
provided the videos to Union Hospital. (Tr. at 226-227, 247-250, 270) Patient 2 
emphasized that it was not her intent when she made the videos to try to damage Dr. 
Cox's reputation with his employer: 

I wasn't the one who brought it all up to Kevin, I just had said something 
to my NP at the office, and she is actually the one who did that. 

I had no intentions on ever taking him to court or doing anything, didn't 
care about his job, I just want it to be brought to the attention just because 
I didn't know if what he was doing was completely wrong. 

(Tr. at 269) 

State's Exhibit 7 A: First Video Recording of Office Visit 

80. The first video begins with Patient 2 in an examination room, seated on the exam table, 
after she has apparently set up her phone to record the encounter. She is alone in the 
exam room, and she is wearing street clothes - not a gown. After about 2 ½ minutes, Dr. 
Cox knocks on the door. Patient 1 says, "Come in," and he enters the room, greets her, 
and asks, "How are you doing?" Patient 2 responds, "Not so hot," and Dr. Cox replies, 
"Not so hot? Yes you are. You're always doing hot. 6" They laugh, and Patient 2 says, 
"Thanks. I feel like shit, to be honest. " Dr. Cox says, "You look great," and Patient 2 
says, "Well thanks." She continues, "But, I have a fever, I'm weak, I'm nauseous, my 
pain pills aren ' t helping. It's constant fire and tingling in my hand. And, I mean, my 
mom says it's tunneling. She didn't pack it so you could look at it. Last night when I, 
well, this morning when I woke up I could barely lift my arm above my head." (St. Ex. 
7A) 

6 The parties disagree over whether Dr. Cox told Patient 2, "You always look hot," or "You're always doing hot." 
Patient 2 testified that he said she always looked hot, but Dr. Cox testified that he said she was always doing hot. 
After listening to the videos numerous times, the hearing examiner believes Dr. Cox said, "You' re always doing 
hot," in response to the patient' s statement that she was not doing so hot. (Tr. at 217; St. Ex. 7 A) 
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81. Patient 2 then takes off her coat and pulls her arm out of her shirt, removing at least half 
of what appears to be a short-sleeved T-shirt, and is seen sitting on the exam table in her 
bra, while Dr. Cox begins looking at the bandaged area under her arm, then removing the 
bandages, without gloves.7 Patient 2 continues telling him about her mom's observation 
of the wound: "And she says that there's another one, right by the lower one that you 
cut." As Dr. Cox removes more of the bandages, Patient 2 says something to the effect 
of, "There you go, just rip it off," although his technique of removing them appears to be 
gentle. (St. Ex. 7 A) 

82. Patient 2 holds her right arm over her head, exposing the partially-bandaged wound, 
while Dr. Cox puts on purple examination gloves. She states, "It just hurts. I don't 
remember the first surgery hurting this bad after." Dr. Cox removes the rest of the 
bandages, and begins examining the wound in her armpit, telling her, "Ok, well that's 
good you're not shaving any longer," and the patient laughs. He palpates the wound and 
appears to evaluate it, saying, "Okay, that's good to see. Okay, alright then. One of them 
has healed already because there were four." Patient 2 agrees, saying, "Mm-hmm, the 
little one." Dr. Cox asks, "Right down here or up there?" Patient 2 say, "Uh, I'm not 
sure," while Dr. Cox says, "Yeah, I think it was that little one there." Patient 2 adds, 
"Those ones hurt, though." Then she asks, "Are they supposed to be hard like that?" and 
as he continues examining the wound, he answers, "Yeah, they kind of get some type of 
hardness underneath them sometimes, that's not unusual, okay, that's not unusual." Dr. 
Cox then says, "I'm gonna have you lay down here," and Patient 2 lies back on the exam 
table. (St. Ex. 7 A) 

83. When the patient is lying on the exam table, both Dr. Cox and Patient 2 are out of view, 
but their conversation can be heard. Dr. Cox tells her "I'm gonna come in and clean 
these out a little bit and then I'll do just a little mild debridement here okay, and get you 
taken care of, alright?" Patient 2 says, "Okay." Patient 2 then asks, "They look okay? 
They're not tunneling? My mom said she thought the one was." Dr. Cox replies, "No, I 
don't see them tunneling. I don't see them tunneling right now. They look pretty good." 
Patient 2 asks, "Is it normal for them to hurt still so bad?" "Uh, It's - it's not unusual. 
It's not unusual. It's not unusual but they don't have any tunneling." Patient 2 says, 
"Alright." (St. Ex. 7 A) 

84. As Dr. Cox appears to complete his examination, Patient 2 asks, "So, game plan?" He 
responds, "Game Plan. I'm gonna keep you here forever." Patient 2 laughs and says, 
"No.' Dr. Cox lowers his voice and says softly, "Yes. Stay here forever. Yes?" She 
replies, "No," and he says, "Come on." She asks, "Do I feel warm? I feel like I'm 
always freezing. I always have chills." Dr. Cox says, "Well, you're warmer down here 
than you are here." After a pause, Dr. Cox says, I'll have them come get your 

7 In her testimony at the hearing, Patient 2 testified that she believed she took her whole shirt off for the visit shown 
in the first video, and that she took it halfway off, with one arm removed from the sleeve at the visit shown in the 
second video. (Tr. at 270-271 ; St. Exs. 7 A, 7B) 
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temperature. Want me to put your coat over you so you're a little warmer, if that would 
work? Will that work?" Patient 2 says, "Yeah." Dr. Cox tells her that he will have 
someone come clean her off and get her taken care of, and he adds, "You'll be alright." 
(St. Ex. 7A) 

85. Next, Patient 2 asks, "And what about work, because, I mean, my arm hurts so bad. I 
mean, how long do you think it's gonna be before it stops hurting?" Dr. Cox asks, "How 
much do you do at work?" Patient 2 says, "Umm, I room patients, and walk, like carry a 
laptop, and I work at the North [inaudible] in Dover." Dr. Cox says, "Okay, so you do 
what the MAs here do over there. She responds, "Pretty much," and he says, "Okay. 
Alright. Well, you have to let me know how much of that you can do and when you want 
to return back to work." She says, "Okay." He says, "And so I have the power to go 
ahead and - " but Patient 2 laughs, and says, "Okay." Dr. Cox adds, "But you have to be 
nice to me." She laughs and says, "I am nice." He says, "Okay." (St. Ex. 7 A) 

86. At the end of the visit, Patient 2 thanks Dr. Cox, and he says, "You're welcome, my 
pleasure. I'm glad I was able to help you out as much as I can." Patient 2 says, "Thanks. 
Let's hope I don't have any more cuts." He says, "Okay. If not, I'm always here." Dr. 
Cox tells her that he will be back shortly, and that he will have Marion come clean the 
area and numb it, before he comes back to clean it up a little more and replace the 
packings. The door can be heard opening and Patient 2 is seen reaching for her phone, 
still with one shoulder out of her shirt and her bra visible, before the video ends. (St. Ex. 
7A) 

State's Exhibit 7B: Second Video Recording of Office Visit 

87. The second video also begins with Patient 2 in an examination room waiting for Dr. Cox. 
He knocks, and enters the room, and they greet each other. He asks, "How are you?" and 
the patient responds, "Could be better." Dr. Cox says, "Could be better? Okay. How 
could you be better?" Patient 2 says, "My arm still hurts. I get, like, tingling and like, 
there's still like fire sensation in my arm." Dr. Cox repeats, "Fire sensation in your arm? 
Okay." He proceeds to examine the wound without gloves. Dr. Cox asks, "Let me see 
the other arm," and she shows him the other arm. He asks if other things are going okay 
for her, and she says, "Yeah." As he examines her, he asks, "Are you ready for 
Christmas?" and she replies, "I'm ready for Christmas to be over." He asks if she has her 
shopping done, and she laughs and says, "Yeah." He asks, "What are you going 
shopping for the most?" and she says, "My kids." He asks how old they are, and she tells 
him they are 2 and 4. (St. Ex. 7 A) 

88. After looking at Patient 2's wounds, Dr. Cox tells her "they look good." She asks, "Is it 
okay that they still hurt?" He says, "Well, you know, it's okay to have a little bit of pain 
every now and then." She tells him it's not a "little bit" of pain, that she did not have this 
much pain after her prior surgery with him, and that she feels like it' s not normal to have 
this much pain two weeks after this surgery. She asks if it's been two weeks, and he 
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confirms that it has. Patient 2 asks, "Is it possible there's something still in there?" and 
Dr. Cox says, "I doubt it." He says, "We'll go ahead and check a little further," and adds, 
"I did do a thorough exam, so ... " The patient testified that at that point, Dr. Cox dropped 
a purple examination glove over her cell phone camera, so the video continues with audio 
only. (St. Ex. 7 A; Tr. at 222-223) 

89. Patient 2 testified that she was lying back on the exam table as Dr. Cox began examining 
her underarm, and on the video she tells him, "I know, I just -- It worries me because I 
know it can come back and I just get scared that it's gonna come back again and I don't 
want to have to get cut open anymore. My armpit's already ugly." Dr. Cox tells her, 
"There's nothing wrong with your armpit." Then, in a very quiet voice, Dr. Cox asks, 
"You don't mind if I take a look at your tattoos, do you?" She says "No," and Dr. Cox 
says, "You have some beautiful tattoos." As he is apparently looking at the tattoos, he 
asks, "So this is music and a rose?" She replies, "Mm-hmm." When he asks, "Do you 
sing?" she responds, "Yeah, I try." He next asks, "Do you dance, too?" She says, "Yep," 
and he continues, "You dance? You look like a dancer. Where do you dance?" Patient 2 
answers, "Thanks, just out-with friends." Dr. Cox says in a low voice, "Yeah? Okay. 
Can I see you dance? I'd love to see you dance. You look like you'd be a nice dancer." 
Patient 2 laughs and says, "Oh thanks." (St. Ex. 7A) 

90. Dr. Cox continues, "I love to dance. I don't get to dance," and the patient says, "No? 
You're too busy cutting people open?" He responds, "Yeah," and then says, "Doctors are 
not supposed to dance and have fun. They don't know doctors like to have fun too." 
Patient 2 replies, "I bet." He says, "Just not on the house." The patient laughs and returns 
to the subject of her wounds, asking, "Do they look okay?" and he answers, "Yeah, they 
look okay. I should go ahead and debride them a little bit more here." She asks, "Like 
what you did last time?" and he confirms, "Yes." He asks, "Are you okay with that?" 
She says, "Are you gonna numb me again?" Dr. Cox says, "Yeah, I'll numb you." He 
then asks, "You'll be okay?" She says, "Yeah, I think so." He asks, "You sure?" and 
she responds, "Yeah, it just hurts," and laughs. Dr. Cox says, "Well, let me know if 
there's anything I can do for you." Patient 2 says, "Ok, thanks. Let's get this hurt over 
with." Dr. Cox tells her, "It's not gonna hurt," and she laughs again saying, "It's gonna 
hurt." He tells her, "Let's get you ready for the Christmas season, okay?" She says, 
"Yes, let's get ready." He tells her he will be right back and leaves the room. Patient 2 
then removes the glove, retrieves her phone, and stops the recording. (St. Ex. 7 A) 

Patient 2's Testimony about Interactions with Dr. Cox 

91. At the hearing, Patient 2 testified that she did not feel well at the time of the appointments 
with Dr. Cox that she video-recorded. She said that she still had a fever and as well as 
pain from the abscesses and a fire sensation in her arm, and that she felt weak and sick all 
the time. (Tr. at 215, 225, 272) 
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92. Patient 2 agreed that she took off at least half of her shirt at the start of each exam, to 
expose her underarm area where the abscesses were, and that she was never offered a 
gown at either appointment. Because she works as an MA, the patient knew about 
gowning, and she said that depending on what a patient is being examined for, a gown is 
usually placed in the room for the patient. (Tr. at 218, 237, 239, 270-271) The patient 
suggested that she should have been gowned for this examination, as that would have 
been the appropriate way to examine her underarm abscesses, but that no gown was 
offered: 

On any of my office visits I was never offered a gown by either the 
medical assistant that roomed me and knew that the only way to look at 
my arm was to take my shirt off, and neither did he, he never asked me to 
put a gown on. 

(Tr. at 218) 

93 . On cross-examination, Patient 2 agreed that she did not specifically request a gown, but 
she explained, 'That wasn't my job to do. * * * I went in there as a patient, not as a 
medical assistant." (Tr. at 23 7) When she was asked if Dr. Cox had her put her shirt 
back on at the end of the examination, Patient 2 recalled, "[N]o, I sat there in each video 
in each visit until the complete visit was over, until he walked out of the room, with no 
shirt on." (Tr. at 239) 

94. Also on cross-examination, Patient 2 agreed that Dr. Cox offered to put her coat over her 
to keep her warm after she complained that she had chills, and that he said he would have 
someone come take her temperature. (Tr. at 240-241) She explained the interaction that 
took place when he is heard saying that she was "warmer down here than here:" 

At that time this is how he took my temperature; he put his hand on my 
forehead and then down to my breast. So that's why he says you're 
warmer down here. And then said he would have an MA come in and take 
my temperature, so ... 

(Tr. at 241-242) 

95. Patient 2 recalled that she also was not offered a chaperone, and that she and Dr. Cox 
were the only two people in the room during the visits that she recorded. She agreed on 
cross-examination that Dr. Cox did not lock the door, close any curtains or blinds, turn 
the lights down, or turn on any kind of background noise, and that he wore gloves while 
examining her. She also agreed that he did not ask her to take off her bra or any other 
clothing. In later questioning, Patient 2 said that she would have been comfortable asking 
for a chaperone, but she agreed that she never asked for one at any point. She stated that 
after the visit shown on the second video, she had her boyfriend accompany her to the 
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appointment because she was uncomfortable with Dr. Cox. (Tr. at 221 , 237, 271. St. Exs. 
7A, 7B) 

96. Patient 2 testified that she has several tattoos on her collarbone, her sternum, her back, 
and both arms. (Tr. at 218-219) These include tattoos of music notes, a microphone, and 
one that she called a "tribal design. " (Tr. at 219) Patient 2 recalled being nervous when 
Dr. Cox asked her about her tattoos and whether she danced: 

He seen my tattoo on my arm and asked me if I danced. And as you can 
tell, I just keep laughing because I'm very nervous and don't know how to 
respond to him. I said I do dance, and he asked me where, and I just said 
out with friends, and then he said he would like to watch me dance. And I 
laughed and then said thank you. 
Q. And why --you said you were very nervous. Why did that make you 
nervous? 
A. Because at that point I knew he was being more than flirtatious with 
me, and I would never picture one of the doctors I worked for ever talking 
to a patient like that. 

(Tr. at 224) 

97. Patient 2 testified that she perceived Dr. Cox' s comments in the videos to be flirtatious, 
and that they made her uncomfortable . (Tr. at 217) Although she is heard laughing in 
the videos at several points, including after Dr. Cox told her he was going to "keep [her] 
here forever," the patient testified that she laughed because his comments made her feel 
uncomfortable and nervous: 

Q. And how did that make you feel? 
A. Uncomfortable. After this visit I remember telling my mom about it, 
and then we were wondering if that was why I had to keep coming back 
and getting surgeries, and if maybe I wasn't getting the care that I needed 
to be getting because I was having to come back all the time. 
Q. That laughter, your laughter, tell me about that laughter. Why were you 
laughing like that? 
A. Because I was uncomfortable and nervous and didn't know how to 
respond to his comment. I didn't want to say something that would give 
him the wrong idea, so laughing was the only thing that I could think to 
do. 

(Tr. at 220-221) 

At another point in her testimony, the patient explained, "I didn't really know at the time 
how to react or what to say, because like I said, he's a doctor and I was a patient, plus I 
work in the medical field, so -" (Tr at 217) 
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98. On cross-examination, Patient 2 said that she "absolutely [ did] not" go to Dr. Cox to get 
pain pills, but that she felt as though he wasn't taking her pain seriously, and just kept 
prescribing pain pills. (Tr. at 225) In later questions, she said that she had never 
complained about a physician or any other licensed professional before, and that she had 
never sued Dr. Cox or threatened to sue him. (Tr. at 271) 

Work Excuse Note Signed by Dr. Cox for Patient 2 

99. Patient 2 testified at the outset of the hearing that she "love[s] [her] job" as a medical 
assistant. (Tr. at 211) She said that when the abscesses first occurred, she had Dr. 
Singham drain them at her place of employment, so that she could continue to work. 
However, as they recurred and she required surgery, she requested time off work. On 
cross-examination, Patient 2 acknowledged that she requested leave in early 2017, but her 
leave was denied because she did not have enough accrued time off. Around October or 
November 2017, she made another request for leave, and this request was granted, after 
Dr. Cox provided her with a work excuse note. (Tr. at 250-263) 

100. Patient 2 agreed during her cross-examination that at one of the recorded office visits, she 
asked Dr. Cox what she should do about work, opening up the possibility of his writing 
her another work excuse note. (Tr. at 262-263; St. Ex. 7 A) She agreed that he provided 
her with the sick note, after telling her that she had to "be nice" to him: 

Q. And so to your recollection then, did Dr. Cox then provide you with a 
sick note at that visit? 
A. If you listen to the video, in the video he says that I have to be nice to 
him, and I said I'm always nice, and he did write me off that visit, yes, he 
did. 

(Tr. at 263) 

101. However, Patient 2 agreed that she asked for Dr. Cox to extend her leave by writing 
another work excuse note in or around December 2017, but he refused. She stated that 
she could not recall when Dr. Cox refused her request for an extension of her sick leave, 
in relation to when she made the videos. When presented with a note by Dr. Cox asking 
· for her to be excused from work between December 6, 2017 and December 19, 2017, she 
agreed that he had provided that note for her so that she could take time off work during 
that span. (Tr. at 265-267; Resp. Ex. E) 

102. On redirect examination, Patient 2 stated that she was not "faking" her pain to get out of 
work, and that she was not trying to manipulate Dr. Cox into authorizing more time off 
work with another sick note. She testified that she did not know what Dr. Cox meant by 
his comment that she had to be nice to him, and she thought that he was just being 
flirtatious with her. (Tr. at 268-269) 
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103. Dr. Cox recalled that Patient 2 was having recurrent infections under her arm, and that 
there was a risk that the abscesses would progress to suppurative hidradenitis, a more 
serious condition in which there is tunneling under the skin. (Tr. at 411-413) As a result, 
he said that he felt she was "kind of hyped up and concerned about these lesions and/or 
abscesses." (Tr. at 414) He pointed out that this patient had a history of anxiety and 
depression, and that her medication list showed that she had taken Paxil, Xanax, and 
Trazodone, as well as trying Zoloft, Buspar, and Effexor in the few weeks before her 
appointment. (Tr. at 411-414) 

104. With that in mind, Dr. Cox said that he was trying to put Patient 2 more at ease about her 
condition, as he prepared to do an additional debridement: 

I was trying to be cheerful. I was trying to be supportive. I was trying to 
be positive. You know, she had a series of complaints and she was 
forthright in letting me know her complaints. 

And so my job was to kind of make her comfortable, trying to be 
encouraging, you know, trying to inspire -- you know, just be bubbly and 
kind of let her know that hey, you know, we're going to get through this, 
this is going to get better, and sometimes kind of distract her a little bit 
because, you know, I'm also going to ask her for another surgical 
procedure, because each time she came to the office I did another incision, 
debridement of the lesion, of the abscesses. 

And so yes, I would need to get her sterilized, yes, I would need to numb 
it up, yes, so that means she had to have injections of numbing 
medications at the site. Yes, I would have to clean the site with [ curettes] 
and scissors and tweezers, and clean the site, and yes, it would have to be 
bandaged and go from there. 

So it's kind of a -- it's a minor surgical procedure but, you know, you can't 
tell a patient your surgery is minor, you know. Any particular patient, 
whatever you're doing with them is major to them. 

(Tr. at 415-416) 

105. The videos were played several times during the hearing, and Dr. Cox was asked about 
several different parts of his conversation with her. He responded by explaining what his 
intent was for each questionable comment. With respect to his greeting of the patient on 
the first video, Dr. Cox insisted that he did not tell the patient she always "looked hot." 
(Tr. at 80-81, 416) In his testimony at the hearing, Dr. Cox maintained, "I said you are 
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always doing hot. I did not say you look hot." (Tr. at 416) Although he acknowledged 
that, at his deposition he agreed that he thought he heard, "you always look hot," Dr. Cox 
asserted in his testimony that he actually said, "You're always doing hot." (Tr. at 80-81; 
St. Ex. 5 at 73) When he was asked to clarify what he meant, he offered that "doing hot" 
means "doing fine, doing good." (Tr. at 81) He added, "I was just repeating the word 
that she used." (Tr. at 81) And while he agreed that "hot" could be taken as a reference 
to one ' s physical appearance, he said, "It can be taken in that context, but in the context 
that I was speaking, that was not the case." (Tr. at 82) Dr. Cox also agreed that he told 
Patient 2 "You look great" shortly after entering the room, and at a point when he had not 
even evaluated her surgical incision. (Tr. at 82-83) 

106. With the benefit of hindsight, Dr. Cox agreed that he might have chosen a better word 
than "hot" in speaking to this patient: 

Q. And now that you've watched it approximately a total of five times, is 
there anything about your conduct that you would change if you had to do 
it again? 
A. My conduct? No, because I believe I was quite appropriate. My word 
choices, yes. If I would have substituted, you know, as opposed to using 
her word, which was hot, and repeating her word back to her, I would 
have chosen another word, you know. 

If I'd have said you look -- or, you know, you're doing well, you're doing 
fine, you know, you're doing good, it would have accomplished the same 
thing, but it would not have been into this gray area of being -- having 
some sexual innuendo. I did not mean to imply that at all, and I still didn't 
mean to imply that at all. So my word choices would have been different. 

I think just in the spur of being, you know, cheerful and encouraging, I 
would have used a different word. But she used that word, so I used that 
word right after her, and was -- you know, in retrospect, ifl would have 
changed anything, I would have definitely have changed that word, 
because that word changes the whole outlook of it. 

If you just look and read those two or three sentences, that's out of context. 
But this is like the seventh or the sixth time I'm seeing the patient, you 
know, maybe even eighth or ninth, if you include the hospital visits. 

So in the context of knowing the patient and having interactions and 
operating on her and doing multiple surgical procedures, you know, I 
guess I was lulled into a sense of being comfortable to talk to her like that. 

(Tr. at 77-78) 
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107. Dr. Cox suggested that he was only trying to encourage a more optimistic outlook by 
complimenting the patient's appearance, in response to her statement that she "fe[lt] like 
shit:" 

Q. * * * So we agree you said you look great to her, right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. How did she look great? 
A. That's just a generalized comment, compliment. 
Q. So she's sitting there saying she feels bad, she feels like shit, right, and 
you appear to be complimenting her on her appearance. Do you think that 
that's clinically relevant to why you're seeing her that day? 
A. Well, as a physician your job is to reassure a patient, your job is to be 
encouraging, to be optimistic. If as soon as I come in the room she has 
strongly negative words about her condition, about her appearance, about 
how she feels, it's my obligation to try and lift her up and out of her 
condition, out of her depressed persona, negative persona. So I'm trying to 
be positive. * * * Ifl'm faced with those comments as soon as I walk in 
the door, then I have to address them somehow, otherwise it would be 
impersonable, and maybe just rude just to ignore them. 

(Tr. at 84-86) 

108. Concerning the fact that Patient 2 was not gowned for this exam, Dr. Cox testified that 
whether or not a patient would be in a gown for an armpit examination would depend on 
what type of clothing she was wearing. (Tr. at 89-90) He explained: 

In the wound center we do leave the bra on, that's always the case. 
Sometimes we just pull the shirt - if the patient comes in like with 
spaghetti straps, we don't do anything, we just have the patient put their 
arm back, because I don't need to gown the patient, the patient has their 
arm out. So I don't need to disrobe a patient. Typically you don't have to 
disrobe a patient to look at an armpit, you just have them raise their arm. 

(Tr. at 89) 

109. The visit shown on the first video took place in November or December 2017, and 
although the patient appeared to be wearing a shirt with sleeves, Dr. Cox emphasized that 
the patient removed one sleeve of her shirt on her own volition. (Tr. at 87-89; St. Exs. 
2A, 7 A) He asserted, "[S]he took off one sleeve of her shirt * * * So her shirt is still on, 
she had not removed it. * * * [S]he exposed her shoulder and her right armpit so that I 
could look at that portion of her exam. So she is not totally exposed, no." (Tr. at 89) He 
maintained that there was nothing inappropriate about his examination of the patient 
while she sat on the exam table with her bra exposed: 
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Q. * * * What we see right here with this patient sitting with her bra 
exposed, is that your normal practice? Do you think that that's okay? 
A. If it's okay with the patient. The patient removed her shirt. I did not ask 
her to do it, she did it promptly and she did it rather quickly. * * * In the 
context of this, this is after I've operated on the patient twice in the OR, 
and I've done three or four surgical procedures on her, and I'm seeing her 
for the sixth or seventh time at least. So it's not like I haven't seen her 
armpit before. 

(Tr. at 89-90) 

He added, "I'm seeing her bra, but I ' m concentrating on the armpit." (Tr. at 90) 
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110. Dr. Cox conceded that he knew he would be looking at the patient's underarm area before 
he entered the exam room, because that is where he had performed her surgery. (Tr. at 
90) When he was asked why she was not gowned in advance, he stated, "Well, it's the 
summer. Typically patients would come in with a spaghetti strap or something so that 
they did not need to have to do anything different." (Tr. at 91) However, the evidence in 
the record indicates that Dr. Cox saw this patient between November 2017 and January 
2018, and Dr. Cox agreed that he did not know what Patient 2 would be wearing before 
he entered the room. (Tr. at 90-91) 

111. Dr. Cox agreed that it appeared from the videos that there was no one else in the room 
with him and Patient 2 at the time he examined her, but he offered, "I know she came 
with her boyfriend all the time, so I'm not sure if her boyfriend was in the room at this 
time, but-" (Tr. at 91-92) He also agreed that his MA did not appear to be in the room, 
and that at the end of the first video, he said "I'll have Mary come back in." (Tr. at 92) 

112. Dr. Cox was also asked about his statement at the end of the first video, in which Patient 
2 asked about the "game plan" for her treatment, and he responded "Game Plan: I'm 
going to keep you here forever." (Tr. at 93 ; St. Ex. 7A) At the hearing, he testified that 
he was trying to make her laugh and feel more positive: 

Q. Okay. And you tell her game plan, "I'm going to keep you here 
forever," yes? Do we agree on that? 
A. Yes, that's what it sounds -- Yes. 
Q. Okay. How do you think that made her feel when you said that? 
A. Well, my plan was to make her laugh and to be kind of bright and, you 
know, bubbly, positive, upbeat. * * * She laughed afterwards. 

(Tr. at 93) 
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When Dr. Cox was asked if he tell a male patient that he was going to keep him there 
forever, he responded, "No, that wouldn't be what would make a male laugh." (Tr. at 93-
94) 

113. After the second video was played, Dr. Cox was asked about his comments referring to 
the patient's tattoos, during a post-operative visit to examine the incision in Patient 2's 
armpit. Although he agreed at his deposition that he heard himself say, "You don't mind 
ifl look at your tattoos," at the hearing, Dr. Cox said that he was not sure he said that. 
He testified that he believed he had been led to agree with that in the deposition, but at 
the hearing, he maintained that it was not clear in the audio, and that he believed he was 
asking to "take a look" at her incision instead. (Tr. at 95-98; St. Ex. 5 at 79; St. Ex. 7B) 
Dr. Cox testified, "I listened to it multiple times last night in preparation for today, and I 
can't say for sure what I heard." (Tr. at 101) 

114. Dr. Cox agreed that in the second video, he said to Patient 2, "Can I see you dance? I'd 
love to see you dance. You look like you'd be a nice dancer." (Tr. at 105) He further 
agreed that it was the patient's appearance that caused him to say this, but he maintained 
in his testimony that he was only trying to compliment the patient and project a positive 
attitude: 

Q. What about that patient made her look like she would be a nice dancer? 
A. Well, I'm sitting down in a chair across from her, and I'm just basically 
just going off of I guess what I see on the -- on the -- on her tattoos, and 
I'm just giving her a compliment, you know. I'mjust being, you know, 
positive, you know, just encouraging. 

(Tr. at 104) 

After a discussion of objections, Dr. Cox added: 

[M]ost dancers are -- are petite and able to -- and athletic looking, so she 
looked athletic looking, you know. 

(Tr. at 105) 

115. Dr. Cox agreed that he would notsay the same thing to a man, but he suggested that he 
might ask an athletic-looking male patient if he liked to play basketball or run track. (Tr. 
at 105-106) He agreed, however, that he would "probably not" say, "I would love to 
watch you play basketball." (Tr. at 106) Dr. Cox related that he was trying to help the 
patient be more comfortable by talking about something that might be one of her 
interests, and that he believed she might be interested in opera, ballet, or modem dance: 

She had a connection with a muse or music, I'm not exactly sure what was 
there * * * So in that instance I'm thinking, you know, opera, ballet, you 
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see shows all the time. 

So yes, could she be someone that could dance on Broadway? Yes. Could 
she be someone that could be in a -- something like that? Yes, if she says 
that's what she likes to do. 

So start the conversation that, you know, allows for her to be in her own 
sphere, something comfortable, something friendly to her, something that's 
pleasant to her, that maybe she did in the past, and she can say yeah, I did 
that, you know, yeah, I'm doing that 

So it puts the interview, the visit, in a very positive, upbeat manner, you 
know. It has her upbeat, you know, and I've done my job in making her 
feel better in distracting her from the pain and anxiety she has toward the 
wound, because I have to go ahead and debride this wound again, you 
know. I had to tell her I got to step outside and have Marion come in and 
get you set up because I need to clean that wound again, and I need to 
numb it up. 

So it's kind of softening the patient, getting the patient reassured and 
comfortable before I ask permission to do another surgical procedure on 
her, which I know she really doesn't want to do, but it has to be done in 
order to make sure that we prevent this wound from recurring. 

(Tr. at 106-108) 
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116. Dr. Cox insisted that his comments did not objectify or sexualize Patient 2, that he was 
not flirting with her, and that he did not pick up on any social cues that might suggest that 
she was made uncomfortable by his comments. (Tr. at 108-109, 417) He described 
Patient 2 as someone with a "snarky" personality who "rolls out four letter words pretty 
easily." (Tr. at 84) In that context, Dr. Cox testified that he was merely trying to build a 
rapport with this patient, a process that he maintained has to be individualized to each 
patient. (Tr. at 109-110) He concluded: 

[Y]ou want the patient to leave out of the room and saying that doctor 
made me feel like -- you know, you want her walking out with a smile. 
You want to be cheerful, you want to be upbeat, you want her to be 
positive about herself. 

(Tr. at 110) 

117. Dr. Cox offered, "I thought I was relating to her, I thought I was making her feel more 
comfortable, I thought I was being reassuring to her." (Tr. at 419) However, he agreed, 
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"[I]n retrospect, I have to work on my communication skills. I'll be frank * ** I thought 
I had excellent rapport with patients." (Tr. at 417) He added, "You know, hindsight is 
20/20, but you know, at that time I thought I was being reassuring, I thought I was being 
supportive." (Tr. at 419-420) 

Dr. Cox's Testimony about Work Excuse Notes for Patient 2 

118. In the presentation of his case, Dr. Cox suggested that his decision to deny an additional 
work excuse note to Patient 2 might have motivated her to make a complaint against him 
to Union Hospital or changed how she viewed her interactions with him. He presented a 
work excuse note that he wrote for the patient, asking for her to be excused from work 
from December 6, 2017 to December 19, 2017, and he explained that she asked him to 
write a note for her employer that would extend her leave beyond that time. Dr. Cox 
recalled that he initially agreed to write a note recommending one additional week off 
work, with a reassessment of her condition after that. (Tr. at 423-427, 442-443; Resp. 
Ex. E) However, he testified that after he was approached by some of his office staff, he 
withdrew his recommendation for her to be off work for an extra week: 

I was approached by the office coordinator and several of the staff, the 
other female staff, MA's, female staff, and they kind of talked to me and 
thought that I was being excessive in the amount of time that I was giving 
her off, because I had given her -- she had asked for time off for the rest 
December and into January. So she had asked for at least an additional 
two-and-a-half to three weeks going past January 1st. 

And they thought that that was extremely excessive and that she would 
basically have the entire month of December off and into the first week of 
January, and they thought that she was using me or taking advantage of 
me, and that I did not need to give her that much time off. 

(Tr. at 425) 

119. Dr. Cox referred to the letter to the Board from Kevin Milligan, which stated that the 
hospital received a complaint on December 20, 2017 - around the same time that Patient 
2' s approved leave ended without being extended. On cross-examination, Dr. Cox 
agreed that his initial decision to extend Patient 2's leave from work was not documented 
anywhere in her personnel file, which had been subpoenaed prior to the hearing. He 
explained that it was only a verbal order given to his MA and his office coordinator, 
which he later rescinded, after he talked it over with them and they felt that the patient 
did not need to be off work over the Christmas and New Year's holidays. (Tr. at 426-
427; St. Ex. 4 at 1) Although he agreed that the issue of when this patient could return to 
work was a medical decision, Dr. Cox offered, "You try to appease them or be agreeable 
with them." (Tr. at 447) 
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120. In his answers to later questions, Dr. Cox testified that he relied on the judgment of his 
office staff because they sometimes knew things that he did not: 

Q. * * * [W]ould your MAs necessarily have any knowledge to be able to 
evaluate someone to know when they are able to be released to return to 
work? 
A. Yes. Some of them have a knack for things I don't know. You know, 
this -- some of the female office staff live in areas where a lot of these 
patients live, so they may know information that I don't know, and I have 
to trust their judgment because in some instances I'm not sure where to go 
or what to do. 

So I lean on their opinion -- rather I value their opinion. It is a team effort 
after all. They see the patient, they bring in information, they give me tips 
about information, and sometimes they give me very valuable things about 
information. 

And sometimes they suggest I should look at the OARRS on this patient, 
you know, and so I look at things that my -- well, I listen to my staff when 
they give me information, specifically when they stop me and tell me 
about certain things, because I value their opinion. 

(Tr. at 448-449) 

121. At a different point in his testimony, when he was discussing gowning, Dr. Cox 
explained that his MA, Marion Rupert, had a high level of intuition about the patients that 
he saw at his Dover, Ohio practice: "[S]he was from that area, so she had a whole lot 
more intuition into the patient population there. * * * So I trusted her." (Tr. at 364-365) 

Testimony of Marion Rupert 

122. Marion Rupert was Dr. Cox's MA at Regional Surgical Specialists, the office facility at 
Union Hospital where he saw patients several days a week from 2015 through 2017. She 
testified that that facility is not inside the hospital, but that it in is a separate building. 
Ms. Rupert said that her typical work hours are from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. , with patients 
coming in between the hours of 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Part of Ms. Rupert's job when she 
worked for Dr. Cox was to call patients from the waiting area and take them to exam 
rooms. In the exam room, Ms. Rupert took the patient's vital signs including blood 
pressure and temperature. She would also ask them what medications they were taking 
and elicit from the patient the reason for his or her visit that day. She stated that she 
would enter that information into the EMR system, and it would show the date and time 
that it was entered. (Tr. at 310-315, 317, 320-321 , 333) 
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123. Ms. Rupert clarified that she was Dr. Cox's only MA during the entire time that he 
worked at Regional Surgical Specialists, but she said that there were usually others 
present in the office whenever patients were seen, including two receptionists, an office 
coordinator, and a surgery scheduler. On some days, a second doctor was also seeing 
patients at that location, and on those days, there would also be an additional MA 
working in the office. Ms. Rupert stated that it was common for another doctor to be in 
the office when Dr. Cox was there, but it depended on their schedules. She recalled that 
there were three doctors in the practice when she began working there, and a fourth 
joined during her tenure there. (Tr. at 317, 324-325, 331) 

124. Part of Ms. Rupert's job also involved getting the patient ready to be seen by the doctor. 
She explained that she would prepare Dr. Cox's charts for the day, making sure that the 
results of any testing the patients had had were in the computer for him to review. Once 
a patient was in the room, after checking vitals and getting the patient 's medication list, 
she would remove any bandages the patient had, so that Dr. Cox could examine the 
wound. Ms. Rupert said that she also made the determination whether a patient should be 
asked to put on a gown or not. She explained that if the patient was there for a breast 
exam or for a follow-up visit after a breast surgery, she would get a gown for the patient. 
She later added that if a patient was there to be seen for a wound in the armpit, whether or 
not the patient was gowned depended on what kind of shirt the patient was wearing, as a 
gown would not be needed if the patient wore a tank top. Ms. Rupert added that if she 
did not put a patient in a gown, but Dr. Cox found that he needed to examine the patient 
in a gown, he could leave the room and ask her to gown a particular patient before 
continuing with his exam. (Tr. at 316-319, 345) 

125. Ms. Rupert testified that she sometimes served as a chaperone in the room when Dr. Cox 
examined a patient, "[j]ust in particular cases, not every single patient." (Tr. at 322) 
When she was asked who determined whether she should chaperone an exam, Ms. Rupert 
offered, "Me and the doctor, I guess." (Tr. at 319) She explained that she would be in 
the room as a chaperone for visits where the patient was in a gown, or if the patient was 
there for a rectal exam, or for "a feeling [she] might get," if she felt as though there were 
"red flags" with a particular patient. (Tr. at 319-320) When she was asked to explain 
what she meant by "red flags" that she sensed about a patient, Ms. Rupert stated, "I don't 
want to sound mean, but sometimes people can be a little strange." (Tr. at 320) She said 
that Dr. Cox never objected if she told him she thought she should be present as a 
chaperone in such cases, and she agreed that she did not have a place in the medical 
record to document if she served as a chaperone, though the doctor could document that. 
Ms. Rupert said that she did not find it inconvenient to be in the room with Dr. Cox, and 
that in fact, she enjoyed being in the room because she learned a lot from him. (Tr. at 
320, 324, 343) 

126. On cross-examination, Ms. Rupert recalled a discussion with Dr. Cox sometime around 
March 2016 when Dr. Cox told her the hospital ' s administration had recommended that 
he have a chaperone. She agreed that she did not believe it was a requirement that also 
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applied to the other surgeons in the practice group. Ms. Rupert did not believe that Dr. 
Cox had been mandated to have a chaperone in the room with him at all times when he 
was seeing a female patient. (Tr. at 333-334) On redirect examination, however, she 
agreed that for a short time, she was mandated to go in the room with Dr. Cox every time 
he examined a female patient. (Tr. at 342) She recalled the following: 

I can't remember when it was, but they wanted me to go in the rooms with 
him because somebody had a complaint, and I did not know what that 
was. * * * So for a while I was in every room with Dr. Cox, yes. 

(Tr. at 342) 

127. Ms. Rupert said that sometime thereafter, she stopped going into the room with Dr. Cox 
each time he saw a female patient, because her office coordinator told her that she needed 
to "stop following him around." (Tr. at 343) She recalled that the office did not increase 
the staffing so as to have extra people helping cover her duties while she was in the 
rooms with Dr. Cox as he was seeing patients. After she stopped going into the room 
with Dr. Cox each time he saw patients, Ms. Rupert said that she was still available to act 
as a chaperone if Dr. Cox or a patient asked her to be present, and that the rooms have 
signs advising patients that they can request a chaperone. (Tr. at 343) When she was 
asked if the signs were in the rooms back in 2017, Ms. Rupert testified, "It could be they 
are just here now. I don't really remember exactly how long they have been there." (Tr. 
at 346) 

128. Ms. Rupert said that if she was not in room when Dr. Cox was examining a patient, she 
would be close by, and that sometimes Dr. Cox would call for her to retrieve something 
from the drawers or the countertop in the room. (Tr. at 322-323) She stated that she was 
"always within earshot" of Dr. Cox, even if she was not in the exam room. (Tr. at 323) 
Ms. Rupert testified that the exam rooms were right next to each other and that it was the 
kind of office where you could hear through the walls, though she agreed that it was still 
soundproof enough to be a private setting for patients, provided that people spoke in a 
normal tone of voice. (Tr. at 323, 34 7) 

129. Ms. Rupert testified that she had observed Dr. Cox interacting with and examining 
patients, and she described his demeanor as "very professional, very kind." (Tr. at 325) 
She said that he was approachable, and not intimidating at all, and that he would talk to 
his patients while examining them. She offered, for example, that if he was doing a 
breast exam, he would talk to the patient about her menstrual cycles and how many 
children she had. (Tr. at 325-326) Ms. Rupert testified that she had never heard Dr. Cox 
make comments to a patient that were flirtatious or sexual in nature. (Tr. at 325) When 
she was asked if he was known as someone who was flirtatious, Ms. Rupert responded, 
"No, I wouldn't say that, no. He's friendly, you know, and we laughed a lot with him, 
but no, I wouldn't say flirtatious, no." (Tr. at 325) She maintained that although Dr. Cox 
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joked with his patients, she never felt as though he had gone too far and been flirtatious 
with them. (Tr. at 344) 

130. At the hearing, Dr. Cox's counsel related the allegations made by Patient 1 to Ms. Rupert, 
and asked her if she had ever heard anyone make allegations like that about Dr. Cox, to 
which she replied: 

No, that's absurd. * * * That's not Dr. Cox. I spent a lot of time with Dr. 
Cox. That was not Dr. Cox at all. And I would think if that happened and 
I'm just a few feet away from somebody, I'd kind of notice if they come 
out a little distraught. No, that's absurd. 

(Tr. at 328-329) 

131. Ms. Rupert testified that she believed she would have heard noise from the exam room if 
an assault like the one Patient 1 described had occurred, asking, "If that happened to you, 
would you not yell out?" (Tr. at 329) She stated that no patient had ever come out into 
the hall and expressed any concerns about Dr. Cox to her. She also could not recall any 
patients saying that they did not want Dr. Cox to provide care to them. (Tr. at 330-331) 

132. Ms. Rupert said that she had worked with about eight physicians during her career as an 
MA, and that she would still feel comfortable working with Dr. Cox or referring patients 
to him. (Tr. at 331-332) When she was asked if there was anything she wanted the 
Board to know, she offered the following assessment of Dr. Cox: 

I'd like everyone to know that he was a very, very good doctor. I had a lot 
of confidence and faith in Dr. Cox. I referred a lot of people to Dr. Cox. I 
always told them they were in good hands with that doctor. He was very 
professional, very caring, and he's a nice guy, and I felt all his patients 
were in good hands with him. 

(Tr. at 331) 

133 . On cross-examination, Ms. Rupert reluctantly admitted that she understood that 
allegations of impropriety with patients were the reason that Dr. Cox was "let go" from 
the hospital. She also agreed that if Patient 1 did not say anything during the assault that 
allegedly happened, she would not have heard anything from the exam room, and she 
agreed that if the patient left after the incident and did not speak to anyone in the office, 
she would not necessarily know the incident had occurred. (Tr. at 333-335) 

134. Also on cross-examination, Ms. Rupert defended Dr. Cox's complimenting patients. She 
stated that if there were video of Dr. Cox referring to someone looking "hot," it depended 
on the context whether that would be unprofessional or not. She offered the following 
rationale: 
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You know, I compliment my patients all the time. And like why did they 
have their phone on? Why were they recording that, you know? 

My very strong opinion of all of this was that this all took place during 
that me-too movement and I have very strong opinions about that, as well. 
I don't want to get into it because I will get fired up. 

But that was my first thought when this took place; well, we got another 
woman jumping on the band wagon. That's all I could think. So I would 
have to say out of context, I don't know how I'd feel. I don't know if I'd be 
surprised. 

(Tr. at 336-33 7) 
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135. Ms. Rupert explained that she and Dr. Cox both complimented patients frequently 
because it helped put them at ease at a time when they might be apprehensive about their 
treatment: 

A lot of times our patients are a nervous wreck when they come in. 
We're a surgeon's office and it's kind of our job to make them feel 
comfortable, to put them at ease, and if - I tell my patients all the time, if I 
go to get somebody and I think they look cute, I always tell them you look 
cute today, or I like your hair, or I like your shoes. And Dr. Cox was like 
that. He always put his patients at ease, whether it be complimenting them 
or laughing with them, telling them jokes, whatever. 

' (Tr. at 337-338) 

136. Ms. Rupert said that if a patient was not comfortable with Dr. Cox's compliments, she 
could "open her mouth and come and say hey, I'd like somebody else in the room with 
me." (Tr. at 338) When she was asked if patients were responsible for remedying the 
situation if a doctor made flirtatious comments and made them feel uncomfortable, Ms. 
Rupert offered, "He could have been doing it in fun, I don ' t know." (Tr. at 338) 

137. Finally, on cross-examination, Ms. Rupert said that she had never gone into an exam 
room to find Dr. Cox examining a patient in a bra who was not gowned; however, she 
agreed that it would be inappropriate for the doctor to ask the patient if he could see her 
dance: 

Q. Have you ever walked into an examination room where Dr. Cox was in 
with a female patient, the patient was in just her bra and pants and no 
gown? 
A. No, never. 
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* * * 
Q. Okay. If -- and I'll ask regarding the 24 year old female patient in this 
matter, if Dr. Cox asked if he could see her dance and that he would like to 
see her dance, do you think that would be appropriate professional 
conduct? 
A. No, it would not be appropriate if that happened. Am I allowed to ask 
who this patient is? 

(Tr. at 340-341) 

Mitigation Evidence 

Testimony of Michael Cullado, M.D. 
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138. Michael Cullado, M.D. , has been a general and colorectal surgeon with Summa Health 
System in Akron, Ohio for 28 years, and currently serves as the division head of the colon 
and rectal surgery department. He is board-certified in both general surgery and colon 
and rectal surgery, and has never had his medical license disciplined. (Tr. at 281-285) 

139. Dr. Cullado testified that he first met Dr. Cox in 2000 when Dr. Cox was training in 
Summa Health's general residency program, and that Dr. Cox eventually became one of 
the chief residents. He described Dr. Cox as the "go to person" for other residents, and 
that he also managed the other residents, making sure they were doing what they need to 
do, and making sure that the hospital's management was addressing the needs of the 
residents. He said that in order to become a chief resident, Dr. Cox had to successfully 
complete each level of the program, starting with an internship, with evaluations at each 
level of the process. Dr. Cullado said that the decision to make someone a chief resident is 
made by the program director, with input from the entire staff. (Tr. at 286-288, 294) 

140. Dr. Cullado testified that he and the others on the teaching staff interacted with Dr. Cox in 
what he called the "crucible of surgical training." (Tr. at 291) He explained that a 
residency as a whole puts a physician under a spotlight with a great deal of pressure, and 
that as he watches residents respond to that pressure, he gets an impression of their 
character. (Tr. at 291-292) He offered, "We're in the fire together. You get to know who 
somebody is." (Tr. at 293) 

141. Dr. Cullado described Dr. Cox as an "excellent clinician" who was able to complete his 
residency while demonstrating an ability to deal with stress and display good professional 
judgment, while interacting with staff and patients with excellent success. (Tr. at 288) He 
stated that Dr. Cox's surgical judgment was outstanding, adding that their health system 
sees many patients who are socio-economically disadvantaged and as a result, often 
present with advanced conditions. Dr. Cullado said that Dr. Cox was able to identify a 
patient's core issues, make a plan, and carry it out. (Tr. at 288-289) 
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142. Dr. Cullado said that he got feedback about Dr. Cox from his co-workers and from those 
on the teaching staff, and that everyone thought he was "a good guy to work with, and a 
fully qualified chiefresident." (Tr. at 289-290) He added that patients commented that 
they were pleased with his care, and that he never heard any complaints of improprieties in 
the care that Dr. Cox gave. (Tr. at 287-290) 

143. With respect to his interactions with patients, Dr. Cullado recalled that Dr. Cox always 
demonstrated professionalism that allowed him to build trust with patients: 

Dr. Cox was unfailingly professional. He had an excellent rapport with 
the patients. They knew who he was and trusted him. He was able to talk 
with them and they were able to share their issues and concerns about their 
care, and they were able to come up with plans together and so forth. It 
was a very functional working relationship. 

(Tr. at 289) 

144. Dr. Cullado identified a letter of support that he wrote for Dr. Cox, which was admitted 
into evidence. He stated that he was familiar with the allegations in this case only in a 
broad sense, in that Dr. Cox had been accused of doing or saying things that were 
unprofessional. (Tr. at 291-292; Resp. Ex. B) He summarized his impression of Dr. Cox 
as a person of integrity: 

[O]ver 28 years I've trained a lot of residents, and you get to see who 
people are, and Marcus Cox is a good man, he's a good surgeon, he's a 
good person to work with, and he was put under the same pressures that 
everybody else was put under, and responded with character and with 
dignity. 

* * * 
I've seen many people in this situation, and in regard to character issues, I 
personally have absolutely no doubts in regard to the quality of Dr. Cox's 
character and to his personal integrity. And I've been in a position to see 
that, and all I saw was somebody who was unfailingly professional and a 
joy to work with. 

(Tr. at 293-295) 

Testimony of Wilfred Ellis, M.D. 

145. Wilfred Ellis, M.D. is a physician specializing in infectious diseases, who provides 
consultation as well as clinical and in-house services to five hospitals that serve ten 
counties in the Lima area. He is the chair of the Board of Health, and the president of the 
Allen County Health District. (Tr. at 196-199) 
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146. Dr. Ellis testified that he got to know Dr. Cox 10 or 12 years ago when Dr. Cox was on the 
surgical staff of one of the hospitals in that area, and that he worked with him 4-5 times a 
week because Dr. Cox was the surgical consultant on many cases. Dr. Ellis recalled that 
Dr. Cox was the chair of the cancer committee at the hospital, and that he was instrumental 
in trauma surgery. (Tr. at 200-202) He stated that Dr. Cox did the "lion' s share" of 
pediatric surgery in the Lima area, which spared families from having to travel out of the 
community for their child ' s treatment. (Tr. at 201) 

14 7. Dr. Ellis testified that Dr. Cox had very good judgment as a surgeon, and that he took a 
conservative approach, looking at risks versus benefits and recommending surgery only 
when it was necessary. He stated that Dr. Cox also had a very nice bedside manner. (Tr. 
at 202-203, 205) He recalled that Dr. Cox had a Southern dialect and a "folksy style" that 
people liked, and that patients thoroughly enjoyed having him as their physician. (Tr. at 
203) 

148. Dr. Ellis said that he never heard of any complaints about any alleged improprieties in Dr. 
Cox's care of patients, adding that he would have known if there were any such 
complaints, because he served on the Executive Committee of Lima Memorial Hospital, 
which would have received any complaints. (Tr. at 203) 

149. Dr. Ellis described Dr. Cox as "extremely professional, right down to his attire," and said 
that he was always well dressed and showed "a tremendous amount of manners." (Tr. at 
204) He added that he did not recall Dr. Cox ever showing anger or attitude, and he 
recalled that there were times that he could have gotten upset about something, but did not. 
He said that Dr. Cox was an excellent physician for the community, and he recalled one of 
Dr. Cox' s former surgical patients who recently traveled from 75 miles away, hoping to 
see Dr. Cox for a consultation about an infection, and was disappointed that he was no 
longer with the hospital. (Tr. at 205-206) 

150. Dr. Ellis also described some of Dr. Cox's contributions to the community, aside from his 
medical service. He testified that each month Dr. Cox reviewed cases to present to the 
hospital ' s cancer board, and also that he was instrumental in saving the Bradfield Center, a 
community gathering center named for Allen County ' s first African-American physician. 
He described how Dr. Cox worked with various hospitals in the area and with United Way 
to get needed funding to preserve the Center for the community, and that it is still 
functioning today. (Tr. at 200-201) 

151. Dr. Ellis identified a letter of support that he wrote for Dr. Cox, in which he described him 
as an asset to the Lima community. (Tr. at 206; Resp. Ex. C) He admitted during his 
testimony that he did not have knowledge of the allegations in this case, but he spoke 
generally to Dr. Cox' s skill as a surgeon: 

I don't know what the matter is about, and I didn't ask what is going on, 
but I can say from my professional relationship with Dr. Cox, I do miss 
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him not being in our area because he was an excellent surgeon for us 
during his years here. 

And as a professional, Dr. Cox has been an excellent surgeon for the cases 
he did with me. I can't speak for anything else, but for the cases he did 
with me over the course of say maybe 10 years, he did an outstanding job, 
and I appreciated his services. 

(Tr. at 207) 

Testimony of Melody Veyon, R.N. 
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152. Melody Veyon is a registered nurse who has been licensed in Ohio for the past 14 years, 
with no discipline against her license. She currently works as the Director of Nursing at 
Altercare Lanfair, a long-term care facility in Lancaster, Ohio, but prior to March 2019, 
she worked with Dr. Cox at the Genesis Wound Care Center in Zanesville, Ohio, where 
she was the clinical nurse manager. (Tr. at 297-300) 

153. Ms. Veyon testified that Dr. Cox was the Medical Director at the Genesis Wound Care 
Center and also oversaw the hyperbaric chambers, and that she worked with him for 
about a year, three days a week. She said that on a typical day, they would see 10-20 
patients, and she would round with him on clinics and assist with debridements. She 
added that she also worked closely with him on coding and billing. (Tr. at 300-303) 

154. Ms. Veyon described Dr. Cox as very professional. She recalled that he would always 
knock before entering an exam room, and that he would introduce himself and talk to the 
patient, answering questions and explaining any procedures, before letting the patient 
know what he thought was the best treatment plan. Ms. Veyon emphasized that Dr. Cox 
took the time to listen to his patients, and that he spoke politely to them, calling patients 
"Sir" or Ma' am." She added that he was an expert in the field of wound care, and that he 
was very detailed in his assessments. At the same time, however, she said that he was 
very approachable, that he took the time needed to develop a rapport with patients, and 
that he was open to listening to their concerns. (Tr. at 303-305) 

155. Ms. Veyon testified that she was not aware of any complaints alleging any impropriety 
against Dr. Cox. However, she candidly added that, in the rural setting where the clinic 
was located, sometimes patients did not want to see Dr. Cox simply because he was a 
Black physician: 

[T]he only thing that there was ever a concern about would have been, you 
know, in rural America, our patients were typically used to dealing with a 
white doctor, and so there was a couple of patients didn't really want to -
didn't want them to see him just because of his race. 
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Plans for Future Practice 
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156. Dr. Cox completed his trauma and critical care fellowship at the Albany Medical Center 
in June 2020, but he testified that has not been able to find employment in a medical 
position since March 2020, when the Notice in this case was issued. (Tr. at 427-428; St. 
Ex. 8A; Resp . Ex. D) He testified that he did not believe he would want to practice in 
Ohio, and that he did not feel as though his experience working in Dover was a positive 
one: 

The OR staff was friendly, the administration was not friendly. And I 
never really -- I felt like I never really fit in. Definitely in the community I 
did not fit in for sure, just, you know -- * * * people just don't really care 
to talk to you, you know. Just difficult to kind of, you know, get around 
and talk to people, you know. Just go home and be with your family. 
Just, you know, outside of the immediate people on the hospital floors and 
in the office and in the operating room, very, very difficult to really get to 
know people and become friends with people. 

(Tr. at 429-430) 

RELEVANT LAWS AND RULES 

In this case, the Notice cites Rule 4 731-26-02, titled, "Prohibitions," which provides, in pertinent 
part, as follows: 

4731-26-02 Prohibitions. 
Sexual misconduct, as that term is defined in paragraph (H) of rule 4731-26-01 of 
the Administrative Code, between a licensee and a patient is never diagnostic or 
therapeutic. 

(A) A licensee shall not engage in sexual misconduct with a patient or key 
third party, as that term is defined in paragraph (C) of rule 4731-26-01 of the 
Administrative Code. 

Cited within Rule 4 731-26-02 ' s prohibition of "sexual misconduct" is the definition of that term 
at 4731-26-01 (H), which states the following: 

4731-26-01 Definitions. 
For purposes of Chapter 4731-26 of the Administrative Code: 

* * * 
(H) "Sexual misconduct" means conduct that exploits the licensee-patient 
relationship in a sexual way, whether verbal or physical, and may include the 
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expression of thoughts, feelings, or gestures that are sexual or that reasonably 
may be construed by a patient as sexual. Sexual misconduct includes sexual 
impropriety, sexual contact, or sexual interaction as follows: 

(1) "Sexual impropriety" means conduct by the licensee that is 
seductive, sexually suggestive, disrespectful of patient privacy, or 
sexually demeaning to a patient, including but not limited to, the 
following: 

(a) Neglecting to employ disrobing or draping practices respecting 
the patient's privacy; 
(b) Subjecting a patient to an intimate examination in the presence 
of a third party, other than a chaperone, without the patient's 
consent or in the event such consent has been withdrawn; 
( c) Making comments that are not clinically relevant about or to the 
patient, including but not limited to, making sexual comments about 
a patient's body or underclothing, making sexualized or sexually 
demeaning comments to a patient, criticizing the patient's sexual 
orientation, or making comments about potential sexual 
performance; 
( d) Soliciting a date or romantic relationship with a patient; 
( e) Participation by the licensee in conversation regarding the 
sexual problems, sexual preferences, or sexual fantasies of the 
licensee; 
(f) Requesting details of the patient's sexual history, sexual 
problems, sexual preferences, or sexual fantasies when not 
clinically indicated for the type of health care services; and 
(g) Failing to offer the patient the opportunity to have a third person 
or chaperone in the examining room during an intimate examination 
and/or failing to provide a third person or chaperone in the 
examining room during an intimate examination upon the request of 
the patient. 

(2) "Sexual contact" includes, but is not limited to, the following: 
(a) Touching a breast or any body part that has sexual connotation 
for the licensee or patient, for any purpose other than appropriate 
health care services, or where the patient has refused or has 
withdrawn consent; and 
(b) Examining or touching of the patient's genitals without the use 
of gloves. 

(3) "Sexual interaction" means conduct between a licensee and patient, 
whether or not initiated by, consented to, or participated in by a patient, 
that is sexual or may be reasonably interpreted as sexual, including but 
not limited to, the following: 

(a) Sexual intercourse, genital to genital contact; 
(b) Oral to genital contact; 
( c) Oral to anal contact, genital to anal contact; 
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( d) Kissing in a romantic or sexual manner; 
( e) Encouraging the patient to masturbate in the presence of the 
licensee or masturbation by the licensee while the patient is present; 
(f) Offering to provide health care services, such as drugs, in 
exchange for sexual favors; and 
(g) Performing an intimate examination without clinical 
justification. 
(h) Conduct that is sexually demeaning to a patient or which 
demonstrates a lack of respect for the patient's privacy. 

( 4) Conduct described in paragraphs (H)( 1 )( a), (H)( 1 )(b ), (H)(l )(g), and 
(H)(2)(b) of this rule does not constitute sexual misconduct when all of 
the following criteria are met: 

(a) The conduct occurred during the rendering of health care 
services in an emergency setting; 
(b) The health care services rendered were clinically necessary; 
( c) The patient was unconscious or otherwise unable to consent to 
health care services; and 
( d) The patient's clinical condition required immediate action and 
the licensee's violation of the provisions of paragraph (H)(l)(a), 
(H)(l)(b), (H)(l)(g), or (H)(2)(b) of this rule, as applicable, was due 
to circumstances not within the licensee's control. 
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Finally, the Notice also cites Rule 4731-26-03, which provides that a violation of Rule 4731-26-
02 constitutes a departure from the minimal standard of care: 

4731-26-03 Violations, miscellaneous. 
(A) Except as provided in paragraph (C) of this rule, a violation of rule 4731-
26-02 of the Administrative Code, as determined by the board, shall 
constitute the following: 

(1) For a physician, massage therapist, or cosmetic therapist, "a 
departure from, or the failure to conform to, minimal standards of care 
of similar practitioners under the same or similar circumstances, whether 
or not actual injury to a patient is established," as that clause is used in 
division (B)(6) of section 4731.22 of the Revised Code. 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

1. Dr. Cox undertook the medical care of Patient 1. On or about July 17, 2017, Patient 1 
presented to Dr. Cox's office with skin lesions on her left leg. During the examination, 
Dr. Cox asked Patient 1 to walk across the room. When she complied, he backed her to 
the wall, lifted her clothing and fondled her breasts. He then abruptly left the 
examination room. 
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2. Dr. Cox also undertook the medical care of Patient 2. From in or around November 
2017, to in or around January 2018, Dr. Cox treated Patient 2 for axillary abscesses. 
During at least two examinations in his medical office exam room, Dr. Cox made 
inappropriate comments to Patient 2. These included, but were not limited to, the 
following exchanges: 

Dr. Cox: "How are you doing?" 
Patient 2: "Not so hot." 
Dr. Cox: "Not so hot? Yes, you are. You're always doing hot." 

Patient 2: "So, game plan?" 
Dr. Cox: "Game plan - I'm going to keep you here forever." 
Patient 2: "No." 
Dr. Cox: "Yes. Stay here forever. Yes?" 
Patient 2: "No." 

Dr. Cox: [ after inquiring if Patient 2 liked to sing and dance] "Can I see 
you dance? I'd like to see you dance . You look like you'd be a nice 
dancer." 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

1. Dr. Cox's acts, conduct, and/or omissions as alleged in Findings of Fact 1 and 2, 
individually and/or collectively, constitute "violating or attempting to violate, directly or 
indirectly, or assisting in or abetting the violation of, or conspiring to violate, any 
provisions of this chapter or any rule promulgated by the board," as that clause is used in 
R.C. 4 731.22(B)(20); to wit: Prohibitions, Rule 4 731-26-02. Further, pursuant to Rule 
4731-26-03(A)(l), a violation of Rule 4731-26-02 also violates R.C. 4731.22(B)(6), "[a] 
departure from, or the failure to conform to, minimal standards of care of similar 
practitioners under the same or similar circumstances, whether or not actual injury to a 
patient is established." 

2. Because the conduct alleged in Findings of Fact 1 and 2 occurred after September 29, 
2015, the Board is authorized to impose a fine for those violations pursuant to R.C. 
4 731.225. The fining guidelines for this violation are: 

Minimum Fine: $ 6,000 
Maximum Fine: $20,000 
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Some of the most serious cases this Board ever considers are those in which a physician is 
accused of engaging in sexual misconduct against a patient. In this case, while Dr. Cox contends 
that his comments to Patient 2 have been misconstrued, he flatly denies the allegations made by 
Patient 1, that he sexually assaulted her in his office. With respect to Patient 2, there is little 
question about what was said during her visits, because except where something is inaudible or 
difficult to hear, the comments exist on video. With respect to Patient 1, the question is simply 
one of the credibility of the witnesses; either Dr. Cox committed this assault, and he was not 
truthful in his testimony, or he did not do it, and Patient 1 fabricated the entire incident. For that 
reason, the testimony of Patient 1 and Dr. Cox must be scrutinized to compare their relative 
credibility. 

There were a few aspects of Patient 1 's testimony that raised a question about her recall of the 
incident and her credibility. The patient testified that she saw Dr. Cox on a second-floor office 
that was inside Union Hospital, but other testimony established that the Regional Surgical 
Specialists office where Dr. Cox practiced was actually in a building across the parking lot from 
the hospital. This is a fairly minor inconsistency, as she may have walked through the hospital to 
get to the office, or the office might have been so close to the hospital building that she was not 
able to distinguish between them. Another aspect of her testimony that seemed unusual was her 
statement that she had "30 years of breast exams," which would be from the age of eight, since 
she was about 38 years old at the time of the hearing. She may have simply misspoken, or since 
she is a Type I diabetic, she may have had to see an endocrinologist or a gynecologist from an 
early age. Finally, there seemed to be no explanation for her statement that she thought Dr. Cox 
was "more Egyptian than Black." Dr. Cox has only a slight Southern accent, and there was no 
explanation for why she thought he was Egyptian. 

In every other way, however, the patient's testimony was consistent and credible. Although her 
allegations were rephrased by others in different ways, such as a statement that there was a 
"breast exam," or an account alleging that Dr. Cox merely looked at her breasts, none of those 
accounts came directly from Patient 1. The conflicting accounts of Patient 1 's exam came 
through others, including Union Hospital's Kevin Milligan and the Board' s Enforcement 
Attorney at the deposition, who did not have firsthand knowledge of the incident because they 
were not present at that office visit. There is nothing in the record to show that Patient 1 ever 
gave an inconsistent account of what she claims happened in Dr. Cox's office the one and only 
time that she saw him. Her testimony was forthright and credible, and she would seem to have 
nothing to gain by making a false allegation against Dr. Cox, as she had never met him before 
her single appointment, and she had not brought suit against him or the hospital in the more than 
three years since the incident occurred. Dr. Cox, likewise, was not able to offer any reason that 
this patient would give false testimony against him. 

There were more significant inconsistencies in Dr. Cox's testimony as it related to both patients, 
especially when compared with the statements that he made in his deposition testimony and in 
his sworn answers to the Board's interrogatories, which were given before he had seen the videos 
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that Patient 2 made of two of her office visits, which were presented to him at his deposition. 
Before he was shown the videos, Dr. Cox represented to the Board that he always used a 
chaperone when he examined female patients, and that he was never alone in an exam room with 
Patient 2 when she was not fully dressed. The videos show that that was not true. There 
appeared to be no one else in the room with Dr. Cox when he examined Patient 2 as she sat on 
the exam table in her bra. 

Dr. Cox also said at a couple points in his testimony that it was not clear that Patient 2 needed to 
be gowned for exams of her underarm because it was summer when he saw her, and he expected 
that she would wear a top with spaghetti straps. The medical records indicate that he saw this 
patient between November 2017 and January 2018, and not in the summer months. 

It was also not very credible that Dr. Cox was just making small talk with Patient 2 while 
debriding her wounds and that he did not intend to be flirtatious, because of his tone of voice and 
the low volume he used when he made the questionable comments to her. His comments about 
her tattoos and about whether he could see her dance were out of place in a medical exam. 

Dr. Cox's assertion that he would not have been physically able to assault Patient 1 in July 2017 
because of his recent knee surgery was also not very credible, because he admitted that he was 
able to perform surgery during that same time, even as early as the first week of July. 
Additionally, while he testified that he had significant meniscus tears that the surgery repaired, 
the operative report in the records that he presented showed that there was, in fact, no meniscal 
tear. 

Finally, the inappropriate conduct that Dr. Cox exhibited with Patient 2 during the exams shown 
in the video recordings helps support the testimony of Patient 1. The fact that he was willing to 
engage in improper conversation with Patient 2 while examining her lends credibility to Patient 
l's account of sexual assault, as both situations involve crossing a professional boundary with a 
patient. Further, the incidents with Patient 1 and Patient 2 were within several months of each 
other, and the patients were strangers to each other. 

Dr. Cox was well represented by a skilled defense attorney, who tactfully explored every minor 
inconsistency in the evidence and all avenues of possible bias with each witness. She rightfully 
questioned Patient 1 about the possibility of implicit bias that could have caused her to make a 
false complaint. In counsel ' s closing statement, she referred to the well-publicized case in which 
a dog walker in Central Park called the police, claiming that a Black man was threatening her, 
when there was video showing that no such thing occurred. But although that accuser was 
willing to make a phone call to report a false allegation during a heated confrontation, that is a 
different matter than being willing to testify in a hearing several years after an encounter, 
knowing that any accusation made will be subject to stringent cross-examination, as Patient 1 did 
in this case. 
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There is no question that innocent people - particularly people of color - are sometimes wrongly 
accused of things they did not do. At the same time, however, there is no question that victims 
of sexual assault sometimes find the courage to speak out and are not believed, or their 
allegations are swept under a rug and not taken seriously. When that occurs, an abuser is able to 
continue taking advantage of additional victims, sometimes for decades. In trying to assess the 
credibility of the witnesses in this case, the hearing examiner bears a heavy burden, because the 
consequences of making the wrong determination are tragic. If Patient 1 is found credible, but 
Dr. Cox did not actually commit this conduct, then a doctor may lose his entire career and the 
community will lose a skilled surgeon. If, on the other hand, Patient 1 has given an accurate 
account of what Dr. Cox did, but she is not found credible, then a predatory physician may be 
able to continue this kind of conduct with other victims. 

In this case, after giving careful consideration to the evidence and a great deal of thought to the 
respective credibility of Dr. Cox and of the two patient witnesses, and for the reasons explained 
here, Dr. Cox was found to be the less credible witness. Dr. Cox would have been well served 
by utilizing a chaperone in all visits with female patients as his employer first recommended, and 
later mandated. Given his failure to do so previously, the hearing examiner does not believe that 
a Board order requiring a chaperone would be effective. Given Dr. Cox's actions and lack of 
credibility, a permanent revocation and the minimum fine are recommended. 

PROPOSED ORDER 

It is hereby ORDERED that: 

A. PERMANENT REVOCATION: The license ofMarcus F. Cox, M.D. to practice 
medicine and surgery in the State of Ohio shall be PERMANENTLY REVOKED. 

B. FINE: Within thirty days of the effective date of this Order, Dr. Cox shall remit payment in 
full of a fine of six thousand dollars ($6,000.00). Such payment shall be made via credit 
card in the manner specified by the Board through its online portal, or by other manner as 
specified by the Board. 

This Order shall become effective immediately upon the mailing of the notification of approval 
by the Board. 

Ronda Shamansky, Es. 
Hearing Examiner 
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EXCERPT FROM THE DRAFT MINUTES OF FEBRUARY 10, 2021 IN THE MATTER OF 
MARCUS F. COX, M.D. 

REPORTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Dr. Bechtel asked the Board to consider the Reports and Recommendations appearing on the 
agenda. He asked if each member of the Board received, read and considered the Hearing 
Record; the Findings of Fact, Conclusions and Proposed Orders; and any objections filed in the 
matters of: Linda Elaine Coleman, M.D. ; and Marcus F. Cox, M.D .. A roll call was taken: 

Dr. Rothermel y 
Dr. Saferin y 
Mr. Giacalone y 
Dr. Soin y 
Dr. Schottenstein y 
Dr. Reddy y 
Dr. Johnson y 
Dr. Kakarala y 
Ms. Montqomery y 
Dr. Feibel y 
Dr. Bechtel y 

Dr. Bechtel further asked if each member of the Board understands that the Board's disciplinary 
guidelines do not limit any sanction to be imposed, and that the range of sanctions available in 
each matter runs from Dismissal to Permanent Revocation or Permanent Denial. A roll call was 
taken: 

Dr. Rothermel y 
Dr. Saferin y 
Mr. Giacalone y 
Dr. Soin y 
Dr. Schottenstein y 
Dr. Reddy y 
Dr. Johnson y 
Dr. Kakarala y 
Ms. MontQomerv y 
Dr. Feibel y 
Dr. Bechtel y 

Dr. Bechtel further asked if each member of the Board understands that in each matter eligible 
for a fine, the Board's fining guidelines allow for imposition of the range of civil penalties, from 
no fine to the statutory maximum amount of $20,000. A roll call was taken: 

l~D_r._R_o_th_e_r_m_e_l - --~I _Y _ _ _ __ ~I 
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Dr. Saferin y 
Mr. Giacalone y 
Dr. Soin y 
Dr. Schottenstein y 
Dr. Reddy y 
Dr. Johnson y 
Dr. Kakarala y 
Ms. Montqomerv y 
Dr. Feibel y 
Dr. Bechtel y 
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Dr. Bechtel stated that in accordance with the provision in section 4731.22(F)(2), Ohio Revised 
Code, specifying that no member of the Board who supervises the investigation of a case shall 
participate in further adjudication of the case, the Secretary and Supervising Member must 
abstain from further participation in the adjudication of any disciplinary matters. In the 
disciplinary matters before the Board today, Dr. Rothermel served as Secretary and Dr. Saferin 
served as Supervising Member. In addition, Dr. Bechtel had served as Secretary and/or 
Supervising Member in the matter of Dr. Cox. 

During these proceedings, no oral motions were allowed by either party. Respondents and their 
attorneys not addressing the Board are viewing this video conference meeting remotely and 
have a number to call in the event of an emergency or procedural concern. 

Marcus F. Cox, M.D. 

Mr. Gonidakis was not present during discussion of Dr. Cox. 

Motion to approve and confirm the Proposed Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and 
Proposed Order in the matter of Dr. Cox: 

Motion Dr. Schottenstein 
Dr. Kakarala 

A vote was taken on Dr. Schottenstein's motion to approve and confirm: 

Dr. Rothermel Abstain 
Dr. Saferin Abstain 
Mr. Giacalone y 

Dr. Soin y 

State Medical Board of Ohio 
30 E. Broad St. , 3rd Floor o Columbus, Ohio 43215 • (614) 466-3934 

www.med.ohio.gov 
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Dr. Schottenstein y 
Dr. Reddy y 
Dr. Johnson y 
Dr. Kakarala y 
Ms. Montoomerv y 
Dr. Feibel y 
Dr. Bechtel Abstain 

The motion carried. 

State Medical Board of Ohio 
30 E. Broad St., 3rd Floor • Columbus, Ohio 43215 • (614) 466-3934 

www.med.ohio.gov 
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March 11 , 2020 

Case number: 20-CRF- 003 ( 

Marcus F. Cox, M.D. 
4258 Raber Road NE 
Dover, Ohio 44622 

Dear Doctor Cox: 

In accordance with Chapter 119., Ohio Revised Code, you are hereby notified that the State 
Medical Board of Ohio [Board] intends to determine whether or not to limit, revoke, permanently 
revoke, suspend, refuse to grant or register or renew or reinstate your license or certificate to 
practice medicine and surgery, or to reprimand you or place you on probation for one or more of 
the following reasons: 

(1) You undertook the medical care of Patient 1, as identified on the attached Patient Key. 
(The Patient Key is confidential and not subject to public disclosure.) On or about July 
17, 2017, Patient 1 presented to your office with skin lesions on her left leg. During the 
examination, you asked Patient 1 to stand. When she complied, you backed her to the 
wall , lifted her clothing and fondled her breasts. You then abruptly left the examination 
room. 

(2) Further, you undertook the medical care of Patient 2, as identified on the attached 
Patient Key. (The Patient Key is confidential and not subject to public disclosure.) From 
in or around November 2017, to in or around January 2018, you treated Patient 2 for 
axillary abscesses. During at least two examinations in your medical office exam room, 
you made inappropriate comments to Patient 2. These include, but are not limited to, 
the following exchanges: 

Dr. Cox: 
Patient 2: 
Dr. Cox: 

Patient 2: 
Dr. Cox: 
Patient 2: 
Dr. Cox: 
Patient 2: 

"How are you doing?" 
"Not so hot." 
"Not so hot? Yes, you are . You always look hot." 

"So, game plan?" 
"Game plan - I'm going to keep you here forever." 
"No." 
"Yes. Stay here forever. Yes?" 
"No." 
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Dr. Cox: [after inquiring if Patient 2 liked to sing and dance] "Can I see you 
dance? I'd like to see you dance. You look like you'd be a nice 
dancer." 

Your acts, conduct, and/or omissions as alleged in paragraphs (1) through (2) above, 
individual ly and/or collectively, constitute "violating or attempting to violate, directly or indirectly, 
or assisting in or abetting the violation of, or conspiring to violate, any provisions of this chapter 
or any rule promulgated by the board," as that clause is used in Section 4731.22(8)(20), Ohio 
Revised Code, to-wit: Prohibitions, Rule 4731-26-02, Ohio Administrative Code. Pursuant to 
Rule 4731-26-03(A)(1), Ohio Administrative Code, a violation of Rule 4731-26-02, Ohio 
Administrative Code, also constitutes a violation of Section 4731.22(8)(6), "departure from, or 
the failure to conform to, minimal standards of care of similar practitioners under the same or 
similar circumstances, whether or not actual injury to a patient is established." 

Furthermore, for any violations that occurred on or after September 29, 2015, the board may 
impose a civil penalty in an amount that shall not exceed twenty thousand dollars, pursuant to 
Section 4731.225, Ohio Revised Code. The civil penalty may be in addition to any other action 
the board may take under section 4731.22, Ohio Revised Code. 

Pursuant to Chapter 119., Ohio Revised Code, you are hereby advised that you are entitled to a 
hearing in this matter. If you wish to request such hearing, the request must be made in writing 
and must be received in the offices of the State Medical Board within thirty days of the time of 
mailing of this notice. 

You are further advised that, if you timely request a hearing, you are entitled to appear at such 
hearing in person, or by your attorney, or by such other representative as is permitted to 
practice before this agency, or you may present your position, arguments, or contentions in 
writing, and that at the hearing you may present evidence and examine witnesses appearing for 
or against you. 

In the event that there is no request for such hearing received within thirty days of the time of 
mailing of this notice, the State Medical Board may, in your absence and upon consideration of 
this matter, determine whether or not to limit, revoke, permanently revoke, suspend, refuse to 
grant or register or renew or reinstate your certificate or license to practice medicine and 
surgery or to reprimand you or place you on probation. 

Please note that, whether or not you request a hearing, Section 4731.22{L) , Ohio Revised 
Code, provides that "[w]hen the board refuses to grant or issue a license or certificate to 
practice to an applicant, revokes an individual's license or certificate to practice, refuses to 
renew an individual's license or certificate to practice, or refuses to reinstate an individual's 
license or certificate to practice, the board may specify that its action is permanent. An individual 
subject to a permanent action taken by the board is forever thereafter ineligible to hold a license 
or certificate to practice and the board shall not accept an application for reinstatement of the 
license or certificate or for issuance of a new license or certificate." 

State Medical Board of Oh io 
30 E. Broad St. , 3rd Floor • Columbus, Ohio 43215 • (614) 466-3934 

www.med.ohio.aov 
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Copies of the applicable sections are enclosed for your information. 

KGR/CDP/jb 
Enclosures 

CERTIFIED MAIL #91 7199 9991 7038 7133 5232 
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 

cc: Elizabeth Y. Collis 
Dinsmore & Shohl, LLP 
191 West Nationwide Blvd. 
Suite 300 
Columbus, Ohio 43215 

CERTIFIED MAIL #91 7199 9991 7038 7133 5249 
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 

Very truly yours, 

~;Q~~MD 
Kim G. Rothermel, M.D. 
Secretary 

State Medical Board of Ohio 
30 E. Broad St. , 3rd Floor • Columbus, Ohio 43215 • (614) 466-3934 

www.merl .ohio.oov 
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